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Dorms,

Spain Verral
drawing board
It's back to the
upperclass
planned
Kenyon's
for
Samuel S. 1.01 a
rinrmitories.
Manager of
announced. The
the College has
which were to rise
Uvin buildings
will not be
behind Old Kenyon
year.
next
after
until
ready
on
Plans to begin construction
Spring
over
dormitories
the new
vacation were abandoned when a
was found
$259,000 discrepancy
estimate
architect's
the
between
consof $735,000 and the lowest
Dean
truction bid of $994,000.
Edwards is now trying to locate
living space for the more than
one hundred men who would have
been accommodated by the new
Treasurer-Busine-

J'i.

Vincent Kling,
architect for the project, the 359c
discrepancy is probably due par
tially to the local construction
market, and partially to construction techniques called for in the
in the
plans which are common
East, but unheard of here. The
working drawings are presently
being revised in order to eliminate
these difficulties. The project will
then be rebid. It is hoped that the
postponement of construction may
allow the market to return to
to

normal.

three main elements in the
which seem to have
caused troubled are the roof, stone
facade, and site
work (patios,
terraces and landscaping). Local
contractors, it appears, were baffled by plans to pour a slanted
concrete roof. They were also
puzzled by plans to attach a facade
of 11" high slabs of Briarhill stone
(matching the facade of Old Kenyon) to a building constructed out
of 8" high concrete blocks. In
the
working drawings, Kling called
for four wide terraces, one
on
each wing of both buildings.
These
patios would have overhung
the
hill and would have
been supported by
stone retaining walls. They will either be
drastically modified or eliminated.
The present tentative schedule
for the new buildings
is to reopen
bidding on May 1, start construction soon after the Board of Trustees meeting on May
29, and be
Turn to page 8, col. 4
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Jarret Elected, Presides
as Council Looks into Well
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Jim Jarrett of Sigma Pi was
elected
Student Council President
A
in campus elections held last
week. His opponents were Independent Dave Perry and Pete
Poetker of Delta Tau Delta. JarN
rett attributed his victory in part
to the freshmen. "Since only 60r
of the campus voted, and since the
freshmen apparently voted in a
higher percentage, I can possibly
attribute some of my majority to
their backing," Jarrett said. Un- Photo by Howard Price opposed in their bids for Secre- New Studenl Council Officers.
tary and Treasurer were Steve

t.

Zinn of Delta Phi and Zvetan
Zakov of Phi Kappa Sigma, respectively.

Looking to the future, President Jarrett said he hopes to
make the Council "an open forum
for creative thought. I want to
make the Council a sounding
board for new ideas, instead of
iust a debating soriefv for nlrl
time-wor- n
problems." Jarrett en- couraged student participation in
all Council activities. "This should
be a truly representative body,"
ne added.
"One thing that does excite me
is the SPFC. Personally, I have
an idea for a yearly symposium
at Kenyon on a topic of general
amused, agreed. Straddling the interest. This possibly could be
focal point of the controversy, he financed by the SPFC. There are
extemporized before the wise- limitless possibilities in this field,"
cracking gathering, urging pacific Jarrett said.
conduct and quoting Lord Salisimportant
Several
measures
bury on the general question of were
considered at the first meetauthority. As the President spoke, ing of the new
administration. On
a
several students maintained
the motion of Barry Bergh, a
bonfire that the demonstrators Self Help Committee was formhad started.
ed to encourage student participa-

Student Rally Upholds Tradition (?)

by R. G. Freeman
The students of Kenyon College
rioted Sunday night, April 4th,
over a hole in the ground. Walter
Cronkite was not present, nor
were the wire services alerted of
the riot, called to protest the
capping of an aperture at the intersection of Rt. 229 and Middle
Path that marks the site of Philander Chase's well. For some
years, the hole must have been
the only historic mounument that
as a traffic
doubled
hazard.
Aware of this, the state highway
department placed a metal cap
over the "well" to prevent any
accidents that might occur if, as
authorities speculate, the hole
widens to any more than its present diameter of six inches.

Approximately three hundred
students showed up for the demonstration, which in tone contrasted sharply with similar affairs held recently at other campuses. The demonstrators did not
carry placards scrawled with foul,
four-lett-

Anglo-Saxo-

er

n

of law enforcement. Some students maintained that the riot
Sunday evening was held to celebrate the first anniversary of that
event.
In short order, seven squad cars
and an emergency van from several arms of law enforcement in
Knox County appeared on the
scene to prevent hostilities. With
their
red lights illuminating the tight crowd, now
singing freedom songs in the still
spring night, the scene resembled
some pagan ritual.
After a brief period of chants
and yells, a group of students ran
to Cromwell House and entreated
President Lund to address the
mildly
crowd. The President,
high-power-

ed

r

Lund also promised that the
College would look into the preservation of the well, for many
years a sort of symbol to contemplative Kenyon students. Other
members of the administration
were present, including Bruce
Haywood, Dean of the College,
Turn to page

tion in the general improvement
of the College. President Jarrett
said that "the supposedly apathetic Kenyon student is starting to
wake up. This effort to finance
special needs ourselves is very encouraging." Proposer Bergh called
Turn to page 6, col. 3

8, col. 2
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Hears Dean
Well Question

Says Heads to Roll
At the April 12th meeting of
Committee,
the Intrafraternity
President Peter White informed
the group that he had contracted
4
a.m. party,
a band for the
Saturday of Spring Dance. Formal
reports from the Hell Week
subcommittee and Kemp Mitchell's Rush Rules subcommittee
were heard and both promised
immediate action in formulating
the final statements.

words.

They confined their most strident
protest to chants directed against
the state authorities and one local
constable, Marshal Charles Imel,
who last year gained fame by entertaining a similar gathering. At
the time, a large and strident
group of undergraduates amassed
before the Marshal's home carrying stop signs they had uprooted
from Gambier streets in protest Bastille Day is three months away, yet students turn to the spirit of
Dean Thomas Edwards, before
of the Marshal's austere conduct the occasion during the recent demonstration over Philander's Hole. leaving abruptly for a speaking
engagement at the Village council, advised the fraternity presidents of several pressing matters.
Campus housing, he said, "will be
crucial this year than ever
more
completely
new,
modern,
school
R.
Butt
by
Walter
Nobel
two
to
that flag we listened
of before." Because of the delay in
the
advancement
equipped
for
Prize Recipients. Ain't Gonna Let
We turned left from Highway Negro education. In the redneck the erection of the new dormiNobody Turn Me Around.
82 to 80 and headed to Selma
country along the desolate two-la- tories, many more students will
We had left from a snowing from Montgomery with no other
section of Route 80, we could be living off campus. The Dean
northern city to join some 40,000 thought in mind but seeing the not feel this progress. The stares urged the fraternities to begin
formulation of a housing program
other Americans, Canadians, Afri- illustrious Dr. King and his ragTurn to page 7, col. 1
to facilitate the College's efforts
cans, Japanese in the last miles ged followers on their march to
housmarch on Mont- the capitol. Soon we were preof a
to find adequate
gomery. In a lazy Alabama sun occupied with other things like
ing for those who cannot live in
we walked side my side with a hundreds of soldiers, MP's and
the divisions.
Negro mother and her five state troopers who lined the roads
The second important matter
children from this city. Negro and whose jeeps were partially
Dean discussed was the riot
the
beof
roads
and
side
hidden down
Alabamians lined the streets
which occurred on a recent Sunthis
Was
abutments.
bridge
claphind
ghetto
Montgomery
their
day. "The College will take an
Despite
ping, shouting, chanting, crying, Alabama or Viet-Naactive role if something like this
protection of a conblessing the unorthodox thousands the built-i- n
occurs again. If it happens again,
on
the
plate
license
who had come because they had federate flag
some heads are going to roll."
a
"Goldwater
and
car
the
of
stood
front
whites
to. Into the town the
Mr.
Edwards added that, because
had
we
rear,
embittered, confused. Some yelled 64' sticker on the
of the name-callin- g
and apparent
every
of
eyes
the
fight.
to
that
doubt
no
offered
obscenities and
disrespect
which some
for
the
law
i
along
the
soldier
Businessmen stood almost aware Southerner and
students displayed, "the police are
were
they
as
upon
us
change
were
road
would
of a revolution that
really upset and I can understand
their lives. When the spirit says upon all other "outsiders."
it." He urged fraternities to "use
passed
the
had
we
When
move.
Montgomery
gotta
In
move, you
their best judgment" in these matspirit says shout you gotta shout. an example of progress in the
ters in the future.
Wallace
Gov. George
high
New South; an
Turn to page 7, col. 2
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Conflicting Reports on Selma March

by John Allerdice
and Nathan Levin
Md ended.
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that the Civil War

But not for Alabama.
s
capnal flew the
Dixie flag.
"S
Idiers wore insignia
of the
Confederacy. In
the shadow of
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Editor's Report:

fauttcU ?4 'pollute

steps of Kenyon's own Rutherford B. Hayes, whose administration
as Presiden might be the only thing duller than a Student Council
meeting.
THIS IS NOT TO SAY that the Student Council is worthless.
The studies undertaken by this year's Planning Committee, the Speprove that the
cial Projects Fund, and the Committee on Self-Hel- p
council can be a strong arm of student government. What has hurt
the Student Council is its lack of dynamic leadership and its misunderstanding of its role on this campus.

The blame for the minimal success of some Basic Courses,
then, falls on those who conceived the courses, without considering that their numbers are too anemic to support such grandiose
pchemes. But our purpose here is not to heap blame, but to
recommended changes. And in the light of the problem we have
just delineated, the only sane recommendation we could make
would be to encourage the administration to mount an energetic
program that would attract more teachers to this campus. Of
course, the first and possibly the only step we could take toward
this end would be to raise faculty salaries. This brings up a
violence of
all having to do with the weakness of our endowment.

THE STUDENT COUNCIL has not directed events on this
campus, but has been directed by them. This is the failure of the
lethargic Student Council leadership. It is not enough that the officounter-argumentcers of the Council oversee the smooth operation of the Council's
a
nature.
of
operations
of
are
financial
day to day
most
which
Council leadership has lacked imagination, and worse, has been unresponsive to student opinion. The Council executive committee has
President Lund and Mr. Thomas, we know, are working
conceived of its role as being above student opinion, and not respon- strenuously toward raising the College's endowment. And
last
sible to it. Possibly, the direct election of Council officers will
year,
alumni
contributions
exceeded
goal
by
set
Alumni
the
the
remedy this.
Council. But we also hear that major foundations are loath to
THE COUNCIL has apparently misunderstood its role on this support a school for other than specialized
research projects.
campus, mainly because it has failed to realize that the primary legislative body on this campus is the Campus Senate. On the rare occas-sioTherefore, we must count on immaterial attractions to
when the Council has taken significant action, i1j has done so
draw
a larger academic work force to Gambier benefitting not
without any articulate, convincing debate. Thus, the Council's repreonly our Basic Courses, but our basic education, liberal arts
sentatives loathe to take the initiative in defending Council policy
have been unable to recount the arguments and logic by which the program. First, we can adopt and publicize a willingness to
Council has reached its decisions. It is impossible for the Campus change
an enthusiasm for the new work going on in all areas
Senate, despite its willingness to acquiesce to reasonable student deof
literature
and the arts, and an openess to uncommon opinion.
mands, to enact legislation without first understanding the reasoning
behind proposals. It is the Council's duty not only to submit pro- Why not, for example, interest more serious artists in coming
posals to the Senate, but also to convince the Senate why such pro- to Kenyon College? Why not institute a program whereby Kenposals should be enacted. As Chief Justice Hughes once wrote, "It yon would play
host to artists and musicians, inviting them to
is only through free debate and free exchange of ideas that governspend
a
semester
in Gambier with absolute freedom to teach
ment remains responsible to the will of the people, and peaceful
whatever
and
whenever
change is affected." Very few significant remarks about a proposal
they wish? Certainly something of this
are ever made in the Council. What debate takes place in Council is order would call the existence of Kenyon College to
the attenusually somewhat less than meaningful.
tion of those who now ladle charitable outlays into the coffers
BUT NOW a new Council has been seated, and new officers of less needy institutions.
elected. It is essential that the Council realize its obligations and its
purpose. If one sits on Council and is not conscientious, one should
We have strayed from the specific problem of the Basic
resign one's seat. Any proposal adopted without due consideration is Courses, but we do
believe that their weaker aspects point all to
a meaningless one. Only the leadership of the Council can really
a
need
for
expansion
of staff and an expansion of general attistimulate the Council to take the direction of events on this campus
tude
toward
the
direction
and become
of undergraduate education at Kenin the minds of all students on this campus
an
integral organ of student opinion and an effective organ of student yon. Nevertheless, the Basic Course system
represents the first
government.
stage in redeveloping the liberal arts at Kenyon
College.
s,

ns

that the Ringwalt Rare Book Room in
the hbrary will be open on Thursday afternoons
from two until
four o'clock. A library staff member will be available to
enable
students to peruse the Yeats collection and other library holdings
The Rare Book Room will be open on an appointment
basis.
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mer house. The fraternity
offered it first to the Col
but the price was not right.
$36,500 the Trustees then ofle;:
it to the Williamstown,
government.
If the deal
through, there will be some re:
because
vations,
the upri
rooms will be used as adit;
trative offices while the dcv
stairs bar will become the 1,
Williamstown Jail.
es

Indeed, the manpower problem crosses into every area of
difficulty concerned with the Basic Courses. The Fine Arts
Course, for example, would benefit from the addition of a dramatic scholar (like John Gassner, Gerald Weales), who could
supplement the work of the two stage craftsmen now manning
the drama sector. The acquisition of a man in the literature of
drama would allow Messrs. Michael and Birtwhistle more freeTHE STUDENT COUNCIL is the "gray ghost" of campus gov- dom to build a drama major and produce fine plays without
ernment. It's proceedings and actions stimulate about as much inthe extra burden of having to teach a full roster of courses in
terest on this campus as does the Mickey Mouse Club. The only thing
literature. The professors of the history department
dramatic
more unexciting than a vocational assembly at Kenyon College is
overtaxed, as are those of nearly every other
also
grievously
are
without
Almost
Council.
meeting
of
the Student
the Monday night
exception Student Council members must follow in the dynamic foot- department on the Hill, with very few exceptions.

Mr. Heintz announces

dei

.-

-

to put an end to thinking by cliche."
Bruce Haywood

On Thursday, April 22, the Kenyon Christian Fellowship will
present a poetry reading on the steps of the Chalmers Library.
The reading, coordinated by Mr. Jerry David Madden and William
Howard Schubart, will feature new and original works to be read
by the authors, all undergraduates. There will be a reception
in
the Campbell-Meeke- r
Room of North Leonard Hall immediately
afterwards. Beer will be served.

To

be diminished and with it the discomfort that attends the now
Phi Gam Sells House
awkwardly overcrowded history, philosophy, fine arts, and
The Phi Gam fraternity- at it
Hams had to get rid of their;
biology classrooms.

The Collegian utilizes the resources of the College News Bureau.
"We expect liberal education

by Ashby Denoon

The Alumni Association at
University of Illinois listed r
-.v
dairy cows as graduates. $
suspicious sounding names
"Besse," "Daisy," and "Nellie"
peared on the computer-prep- ;.
mailing list. At the Static
center the cows
Service
the Dairy Herd Improvement ;
sociation achieved graduate st
when their computer cards 5:
reshuffled with the Alumni The Oberlin Review reports, "
Hence, the Basic Courses are handicapped by a manpower Alumni Association is said to
vital
a
into
section
shortage. In order to build the classroom
witholding comment until t
supcan decide who are the cows
unit of education, more teachers are needed. With a larger
could
meeting
section
of
the
who are the grads."
size
the
talent,
instructional
of
ply

Ext. 289

1,

:tXaZtX8st

survey 01 tne Basic vjuio,
lack of instructional
immediacy The Basic Courses suffer for
instructors.
individual
diction But we must not indict the
leaves
often
Courses
Basic
most
The lecture system relied on by
both the teacher and student in an
intended to clarify cerconfusion The classroom sections are
as our survey has distain points of the lectures. However,
large to sustain proclosed these are too infrequent and too
indicates a need
ductive ductive discussion on these points. This
between the
familiarity
for more classroom sessions, or, a closer
evident
is
in other
a familiarity that
teacher and the student
courses of small size.

Alice Lloyd Drama Club to Present
Wilder Play at Kenyon on Tuesday
The Alice Llovd Cnll
Thespians will present Thornton Wilder's "Our Town" in
Rosse Hall on Tuesday, April
20 at 4:00 p.m. Everyone is
cordially invited to attend.
The production has been presented
in
various
colleges
throughout Kentucky, and the
success of those performances
has prompted a three-da- y
tour
of Ohio Colleges.

A cast of sixteen first performed "Our Town" during the
Kenyon exchange. Five Lords
took small parts, and will do
the same in Tuesday's performance.
Mr. Patrick M. Prosser directs and produces the show,
and also plays the Stage Manager. Silas Jones and Earlene
Patton are the leading man and
woman.
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Drill Team Proposed
Ron Paxson of Capital is C::
mander of the newly for:
Women's Drill Team. The suJ
purpose of the college-spons::- -:
activity is the development I
team spirit, q
poise while marching in Lj
elimina'.:H!
heels. The try-oand the regiment of "hard p:;
tice and discipline" has left
regulars and three alternate;.
practice sessions the cade:
march to:
"We're the girls from Capita!
Short ones, tall ones, thin c:
too.
We are trying. Yes, you b:
We will be the greatest yet
The idea originated at 0:::
bein College where the '"Or.
Angels" train. Perhaps in a
years our administration cc;
organize the Kenyon Kar,i-:-j
supervised by Commander C'
to compete with other girls' c:
teams all over Ohio.
self-discipli-
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Davidson Doings
Fifteen Davidson
new Impala Super
evaluate during a

seniors
Sports

i

thirty

c.

period. The Chevy division
GM paid all expenses of gasob
insurance and any repairs in:- -'
red. At the end of the trial pe:
each senior had to state his f
cral impressions of the car's f
fcrmance at a hannuet. Two
lors were unable to get permit
from their parents.

1

Junior Prom
Denny

had its
Prom" this year de;;
protests that it sounded ir;:
piopriate for a University
However, the Junior class '
decided not to buck the long
tablished Denisonian tradfc-Thekept the name and cror-SuKesselring Junior P;
Queen.
Doo

an:.-"Juni-

or

cou--

y
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Outside the
Microcosm

Breakfast at Hofstra
Last month a Hofstra ps.Vl"
logy professor picked UP
breakfast tab for 55 students-rewar- d
for one of his studi:
achieving a hundred on his
chology exam. When Dr.
thew Chappell started teaching
Columbia 38 years ago he
"a standing offer" to host
class to breakfast if one
a 100 on any of his tests
has only had to foot the bill
timos in his entire career.
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Knepper on
Canada, US

Letters to the Editor
the Editor:

To

events that led to the

The

stu--

t

Demonstration" on
4, and the demon--tratio- n
Sundav, April
itself, divide into several
which need to be identified
"Well

issues

and

commented on.

most obvious is--The first, and
of some stuconcern
is the

ue

covering of the
dents about the
marks
alledgedly
which
h0le
Philander's Well." The familiar
Wiggin Street,
small opening on
gate,
directly north of the College
by
the
closed
be
to
uas ordered
Village Council in early March
after" complaints were received
claimed it a
from persons who
afety hazard. This hole, one of
citizens tells
our village senior
times
us, was paved over several
asphalt alin years past; but the
through an
ways kept slipping
opening in the stone that caps the
shaft of the old well. Although
the hole exists by accident, not
design, it has for years been regarded by Kenyon students as a
--

memento of

Philander's very

earl-

iest efforts to build his college.
It never occurred to the Council
that this "hole in the road" had
any real significance, and for this
officials were
reason College
never consulted or notified about
the repairs. After the deed was
but
done a few
self-appoint-

ed,

students, instead
of taking their grievance to Village or College authorities, chose
to correct the "injustice" by reopening the hole themselves. Several alterations to the hole were
made by them both before and
after spring vacation. This project
began to interest other students
who became intrigued with the
challenge. The sport of defiantly
reopening the hole soon became
more important
to the students
than their original
reason for
tr?dition-minde-

d

wanting it open.
The second, perhaps a less obvious issue, was the first Sunday
in April
syndrome,
or better
known as "The first anniversary
of the demonstration
against the
Village Marshal." Plans for a
demonstration
on this day had
probably been on the minds of

some students, but they needed a
"cause" to spark action. The covering of Philander's Well became
the issue. Word was spread about
the campus; and, aided by pleasant weather and student desire
to "let off steam," it was an easy
job to attract a festive crowd
ready for action.
The third, and the most regrettable issue, was the method of
protest used by so many students.
Most appeared at the scene just
for curiosity, but the activists
dominated. The crowd changed to
a mob, and a mob has no mind.
Instead of exercising a citizen's
right for lawful assembly, the
students, wanting to create excitement, sat in the middle of the
highway, disrupting traffic and
creating a safety hazard. The
chanting and shouting of vulgarities was directed to all authorities,
and especially to the State Higih-wa- y
Patrolmen who were called,
mainly to protect the safety of the
demonstrators. Apparently, some
Kenyon students reveled in being
able, at that moment, to release
all their pent-u- p
hostilities in rebellion against authority. Civil
disobedience tactics were used to
protest a hole in the street. Most
never cared, nor care now, about
the Bishop's Well; but they willingly, and dishonorably sang "We
Shall Overcome," the banner song
that has supported civil rights,
human welfare, and peace with
Many persons
freedom.
were
ashamed, not only at the poor
taste of the exhibition before the
public, but at the
of
Kenyon students who were unwilling to distinguish a good
cause from a bad one and unable
to direct their protests in an acceptable manner. The "screamers" triumphed.
The College has now witnessed
two village demonstrations by
students in two years with tolerance and patience. Considerable
restraint has been exercised by
College, State, and Village authorities in not making arrests
which would have been made
self-decepti-

elsewhere under similar
to page

Johnson Taggart

Certainly one of the most
amusing, as well as one of
the most
informative and controversial,

of

'His

year's faculty lectures was
Professor Carl Brehm's
"What's
Your Racket."
Interspersed among
carefully chosen comic
relief lines
7re very harsh attacks on some
the practices
of American
"mall business
and of American
-

--

government.
For

comparative purposes, Dr.
gave a detailed descrip-;'0- n
of the operations
of the
press Service,
an enter- of the old Capone
gang,
has a monopoly on
the
of racetrack results to
kmakers.
By virtue of its
nopoly control, it
is able to
rge enormous
sums to book-akIn Las Vegas,
for in- dn. its representative is half- ;ner of all bookmaking

Krehm

Con-!lnent- al

dis-uti-

on

s-

estab-Ushmen- ts.

were legal, and
information freely available,
would
mL?
how
bookmakers there would be.
W6re f6Wer than the
mark ,
anted.
the revenues of
,
the
S'0n would increase, to
aura ,
members of other profes-- b
s,on
""hi it was just high
enough

dee

1

to attract the last barber or professor into bookmaking that the
market wanted. Then, if "bookies"
started offering extra services,
they would have to raise their
prices, and it would cost more to
keep men in bookmaking, than
the value of their services would
be if they were in other fields.
As it is now, bookies collect far
more than this, because they collect for the risks of being arrested, for which they must be
paid extra to keep them from
becoming barbers or teachers,
who do not have to take such
risks. The Continental Press Service, in effect, taxes such excess

returns.

Brehm compared the pracContinental Press with
of local small businessmen
conspire with the state to
restrict competition. One way in
which they do this is to get the
comstate to restrict
petitors. He cited the Washington
truckers
State tax on
of $300 a ton for each county
through which they pass, the
local
Georgia law authorizing
quarantine authorities to seize
fruit if local supplies
are adequate, Vermont's requiremilk be
ment that
colored red, and the California
Constitutional amendment against
Dr.
tices
those
who

of
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"Lone Cat" Treats Crowd
To Genuine Folksinging
by Philip Butler
Kenyon played host to Jesse Fuller, who, in
my estimation, is a real folksinger. Unlike the modern-da- y
balladeer
who takes it on himself to inform people about all the trials they
are undergoing, Jesse Fuller undertook only to entertain the audience
and himself. His
spontaneity was most evident the two
times he
Unlike the contemporary hip- - wandering minstrel. This is
s,
with their turtleneck sweat- - ticularly evident in his use of
ers, ragged bluejeans, arrogant geographic locales throughout his
guise, and labored style, Jesse repertoire. I suppose the most
a humble,
natural during example of this is his
g
manner and an
ap- - signature song,
"San Francisco
proach to things. This was a wel- - Bay Blues," which he sings with
come change. But apart from this all the gusto and enthusiasm of
there was another basic difference, someone seeing the Golden Gate
For a Northerner of twenty-thre- e
for the first time,
or twenty-fou- r
to sing of the
Unfortunately, Mr. Jesse's
of the Southern Negro trical set-u- p
did not lend itself to
seems to me to be somewhat un- - representing him at his best,
natural. And for a person who is
making better than a hundred
thousand smackerolas a year to
sing about poverty seems downright absurd. Watching Jesse Fuller, I had no sense of incongruity
or insincerity in his performance.
Even when he sang a nursery-rhym- e
type song like "The MonAir Force headquarters has ankey and the Engineer," you get
Field
the feeling that he is telling you nounced that two
something about himself and that Training Courses will be held
Pants for its
this is part of the heritage that this summer for
new
Program.
belongs
up
he was brought
in and
The first session begins on
to. With his typically Southern
13 and the second on August
June
ragtime-blue- s
twelvea
played on
string guitar, harmonica and ka- 1. Students applying will have the
zoo, he purports to be no more opportunity to select tne r ieia
than he really is a latter day Training session that best fits
their particular summer plans.
Lt. Colonel Davis indicated that
applications are being accepted
now and will continue to be accepted so long as sufficient time
for applicant processing.
remains
Licensure is an- Hfe Pointed out that applicants
'he
implying
means,
said,
other
very strongly that the principal who be2in Processing for medical
purpose of licensure is not to pro- - ana omcer aputuae testing eariy
tect the public from incompetency wculd have the best chance for
but to protect the practitioners selection of the particular Field
from competition and innovation. Training session they wanted.
The Field Training Courses will
It it takes a master engineer to
repair a television set, he said, be conducted at Maxwell Air
then persons wanting their sets Force Base, Montgomery,
must bid for engineers bama, and at Kessler Air Force
against MIT, RCA, and NASA. He Ease, Biloxi, Mississippi. Maxwell
cited many licensure provisions Air Force Base is the home of
which are irrelevant to compe- - Air University and the Air Force
tence, as the fact that Illinois hair professional schools, the Air War
stylists must know how to shave College, Air Command and Staff
men, and Illinois barbers must College, and the Squadron
how fix women's hair, that cer's School. Kessler Air Force
Wisconsin jewelers must know Base is the Air Force's Electronic
"theory of watch repairing" and Training Center,
attending
the Field
Those
demonstrate ability to handle
tools and mechanical devices (but Training Course will receive tra-nto repair a watch), and that vel pay to and from the air base
piano tuners in the District of and approximately $120.00 during
program,
Columbia must take loyalty oaths, the
The ROTC Vitalization Act of
"lest they undermine the loyalty
1964 makes possible the enroll-D- r.
of the pianos."
Brehm's point was well- - ment of students into a two-yemade, and it is a very important program leading to a commission
one for legislators and voters to in the Air Force. Before formal
consider. But, in fact, they are enrollment, however, candidates
and successfully
not considering it. The rackets must attend
Field
which he describes are so imbed- - complete the new
Course,
Training
economy
American
the
ded into
Once enrolled, cadets receive
and into the American mentality
per month as a retamer
$40.00
removof
exists
hope
that littre
in the program.
while
Pa.V
ing them.
On
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suffered most unfortunately from
a lack of literary unity and
from poor delivery. The lack of
unity involved the failure to develop in the body of the speech
the point, made in the opening
statement, that the history of the
United States and of Canada is as
much a history of north-sout- h
as
as of east-we- st
movement. The
delivery of the speech itself
sounded sometimes more like that
of a committee chairman reading
a lengthy report than of a scholar
reading his own work on a subject which had long been of interest to him. This dryness might
be explained by the short notice
given to the speaker. Even so, one
can not help thinking that a subject this important could have
been better handled.
The lecture offered a good
amount of information as well as
some insight into the problems of
the relations between the United
States and Canada, separated from
each other by what Mr. Knepper
preferred to call a "partition"
(rather than a "border") to signify its artificiality and its ineffectiveness as a block to communications. He cited, as is noted above,
the barriers to westward migration presented by the Appalachians, the Mississippi, and the
Rockies, and the tendency for
westward-movin- g
populations to
concentrate along these barriers
before moving west. At each stop
a new Canada-Unite- d
States border had to be drawn. He also
cited the expansionist aims of the
United States in the first half of
the nineteenth century, originally
arising out of an idealistic desire
to "free" the Canadians from the
British Crown, degenerating even-tull- y
into a crass greed for Canada's resources. From 1870 until
the Depression, relations between
the United States were friendly
and they became friendly again
when the two nations were led by
the Harvard classmates Roosevelt
and Mackenzie King.
The post-wemergency in
1945, however, led many Canadians to question relations with
the United States. These doubts
were increased by Canada's fear
of United
occupation
States
through the defensive system
created in the Artie to shoot down
potential Soviet invaders. The
system was built and partially
manned by the United States,
Canada lacking the resources to
build it. Recently, refusals by
companies to
United States-owne- d
cooperate with many government
programs has aggravated the
sentiment.
Mr. Knepper concluded with an
optimistic statement about the future of United States relations
with Canada. The arguments mentioned above, he indicated, were
not particularly important. Canada's border with the United
States, he concluded, would continue to be a partition, not a
ar
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Madrigals and Guys
The Denison Singers, a
mixed chorus from Denison University will perform on April 19
at 8:00 p.m. in Dempsey Hall.
Directing
will
the chorus,
be Dr. William Osborne, Assistant
Professor and Director of Choral
Music. The Singers' repertoire includes English Madrigals, Italian
Madrigals and part songs by
Shubert, Barber and Hindemith.
14-voi-
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Basic Course Questionnaire Results
re-evalua-

ting

B.C. I, English

B.C. II, Philosophy

n:

non-freshme-

dy

Phi-lande- r's

re-Tu-

12, col.

1

rn

B.C. II, Religion
more lectures
38.5' .
For which basic course are
fewer sections meeting;
questionyou answering this
3.8';
more section n.
naire? B.C. IIRel 23
ings, fewer lectures
Is this course well organized0
7.7'
follow-ancompletely lec.
Does the instruction
3.3' ' Zl completely ser
logical pattern?
as in BC I)
no
yes 13.0'
87.0'
;
good as is
46.2'
the
provide
Does the syllabus
framework for a worthwhile 9 Do you consider the texts
reading assignments:
course?
54.3',;
well correlate:
no
yes 8.7',;
60.90;
5.77
lectures
po..
syllabus
no
30.47
correlated 07
too
Do the instructors demonstrate
mentary 3.87
too d:;
a high degree of competence?
cult 46.27
suitable;
Do they have a mastery of the
challenging as is
subject matter?
most 10 Are the lectures repetitive
all 34.87
60.97
reading material?
few or none
4.37
yes 26.3',; r; .
73.77
Do they convey this mastery
11
tests:
the
Are
in their instruction?
too general
07
usually
68.27
too specific
107
often
22.77
good as is
507
seldom
9.17
too frequent
3.37
Are they generally fulfilling
20.07
not freq.:
the promises of the syllabus?
no
yes 7.17
92.97
U
'"""6"
as is
Are the section meetings or
labs: an intregal and substan- 12 Do you think that this k
course contributes to Kenjr
tial part of the course?
ideal of a liberal educate.
no
yes 57.17
42.97
yes 9.17
90.97
too large
38.57
and other n::
To
too small
07
freshmen:
good as is
61.57
Are you glad you switched
badly planned
50.07
the new curriculum?
well planned
18.87
yes 25.0';
75.07
good as is
31.37
that this II
feel
you
distoo little to
44.47
course fulfills the expec'.a'.::
too
cuss or do 11.17
commits
of the self-stugood as is
much 44.47
yes 28.67. Z
71.47
Should there be:
'

y

v

-

;

E

.

res

ed

t-sophomo-

combasic courses have received considerable
of the
directors
the
that
Realizing
year.
ment in this, their maiden
their provarious basic courses are in the process of
Conl. from page 3, col. 2
Collegian
the
endevor.
this
in
them
to
assist
grams and in an effort
We hope
course.
basic
stances. It should now be ob- has prepared a thorough going critique of each
that
questionaires
of
the
results
the
with
published
vious to everyone that unlawful that these studies,
cannot continue the Collegian distributed to the students in the basic courses, will
demonstrations
course
without
the violators facinig bring the faculty closer to its aim of streamlining the basic
education.
liberal
of
severe penalties. Civil disobed- system to meet more adequately the needs
ience is incompatible with the
freedom and the right of appeal
that are offered to the Kenyon
student, and it is also incompatits
ible with the character of the
On the whole, Basic I (Language and Literature) achieves
College. The purpose of this state- aim of presenting the student with a working knowledge of the
ment, however, is not so much to fundamental concepts of literature as well as an intimate association
threaten civil arrest and college with at least one example of most of its major genres. Through rediscipline to those who choose to quiring frequent themes of varying length, it provides an introducincite unlawful demonstrations tion to the techniques of literary criticism and forces the student to
or to violate the law, but to ap- become more facile in the use of language.
peal to the thoughtfulness and inThe year begins with three novels which entering freshmen are
telligence of each students so he
likely to have read in high school and treats them on the college
does not become drawn into
level. This plan provides a swift transition from high school English
meaningless revolt.
courses and an excellent introduction to the advanced study of literThomas J. Edwards
ature.
Dean of Students
The course is taught in nine sections, with each member of the
department taking at least one. These small sections make Language
To the Editor:
and Literature the only basic course with Kenyon's traditional inThe classes
timacy
between instructor, student, and subject-matte- r.
myself
and the
On behalf of
five other boys who participated have neither the remoteness of large lectures nor the superficiality
in the exchange program, I would of "discussion" sections. Though each section reads the same books,
like to thank all those concerned the individual instructor has a chance to manage the syllabus as he
at Kenyon for the enjoyable and thinks best. This loose arrangement encourages exciting and creative
enlightening experience that we teaching. Apparently no attempt has been made to sift prospective
had. We were most impressed English majors into special sections. They serve as stimuli in their
with the friendly and open man- classes while they are not held back, as each student has many opner of your students. From the portunities (including papers and outside reading) to go beyond the
Turn to page 12, col. 1
very beginning we felt right at
heme.
We believe that the exchange
was most successful, particularly
in that we gained insight into the
manner in which students in a 1. For which basic course are
too
cuss or do 15.87
totally different environment apyou answering this questiongood as is
much
42.17
ply themselves to their college
57
naire? B.C. II
Phil.
8. Should there be:
work. That Kenyon College allows 2. Is this course well organized?
14.37
more lectures,
each person to decide for himself
Does the instruction follow
fewer section meetings
what he wants from school is an
any logical pattern?
17.97
more section meetimportant part of his educational
yes 5.57
94.57'
no
ings, fewer lectures
process. Each student pursued 3
completely lectures
5.47
Does the syllabus provide the
those interests that he chose
completely sections
16.17
framework for a worthwhile
within a wide range of free selec(as in BC I)
course?
tion.
good as is
46.47
yes 3.67
39.37
no
In all the classes in which we
9. Do you consider the texts and
4. Do the instructors demonstrate
took part, the teachers had a cerreading assignments:
a high degree of competence?
tain knack for holding the stu54.17
Do they have a mastery of the
well correlated to
dents' interest. While often we
lectures 1.47
subject matter?
poorly corwere not adequately prepared,
related
63.17
all 35.17
most
there were no classes in which
too elementary
1.47
1.87
few or none
we were riot stimulated and imtoo difficult
1.47
5.
Do
they convey this mastery
pressed.
41.97
suitable and chalin their instruction?
We enjoyed the fact that there
lenging
as
is
50.97
usually
were no girls around during the
10 Are the lectures repetitive of
43.97
often
week, though we equally enjoyed
reading material?
5.37
seldom
their presence everywhere on the
yes 47.27
52.87
no
6. Are they generally
weekends. There were almost alfulfilling
11. Do you think that this basic
ways interesting activities to atthe promises of the syllabus?
tend, quite often with the students
course contributes to Kenyon's
yes 12.17
87.97
no
taking an active part.
ideal of a liberal education?
7. Are the section meetings or
We should like to express our
yes 7.47
92.67
no
labs: an intregal and substangratitude to Mr. Madden and Mrs.
tial part of the course?
To sophomores and other
Henshaw in particular, and to
yes 58.87
41.27
no
everyone at the College who
too large
86.07
Are you glad you switched to
helped to institute and carry out
too small
07
the new curriculum?
the exchange.
good as is
147
yes 23.17
76.97
no
Glenn Marshall
64.47
badly planned
Do you feel that this basic
Alice Lloyd College
17.87
well planned
course fulfills the expectations
good as is
17.87
of the self-stucommittee?
too little to dis
42.17
To the Editor:
yes 33.37
66.77
no
The student demonstrations last
night have a much more profound
The segment of basic course two that deals with philosophy has
meaning than has been attributed been
successful to a point. The department has succeeded in presentto them. People have complained
ing the fundamental problems known to all philosophers and first
that we demonstrate over trivialipromulgated in the works of Plato and Descartes. The instructors
ties, while Berkeley, Yale, and
have displayed competence in their lectures and facility in the large
other institutions with whom we
classroom sections. The approach to Nietzeche
some selections of
consider ourselves at least equal
have real, concrete causes to riot whose works are included in the course more or less to galvanize the
is stimulating.
about. Even the great Imel Riot students into further philosphic study
of a year ago seems to some peoThe course is conducted quite informally. Students are reple more important that the
quired to read only three works (Plato's Republic, Descartes' Method
Hole Riot of recent re- and Meditations, and selections from Nietzsche), and to contribute
pute.
short papers on each of the three philosophers. The papers are conIt seems to me, however, that structed along certain guidelines set down by the
member of the
we are demonstrating
against department whose particular province is the philosopher at hand
something infinitely more mean- Otherwise, there are no hourlies or quizzes and no assigned
reading
ingful than a mere hole in the other than three works on the syllabus.
ground. Philander's Hole is, and
Is the course, then, too simple? On the cocntrary,
the intricacy of
I hope always will be, more than
the
philosophic problems discussed often confounds the professors
a simple sewer vent (which, by
themselves. However, in articulatinig their confusion at the Friday
the way, it is). It is a symbol
think sessioins, the members of the department often take
laden with the deepest sort of
little note
of the student's presence and go off on a tangent.
The problems
Turn to page 5, col. 5
to page
Newly-institut-
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In an attempt to do more than merely present an introdiict.
e
to the study of Religion, professors Baly, Hettlinger, and
up with a comprehensive syllabus, which required the re;
ing of one book a week. The reading was obviously well chosen, i
most of the books were provocative, quite capable of stimuli
the student to further study in the field. Lecture material was
signed to illuminate the major points of the reading and direct :
reading toward the objectives of the course. There was no quest
that the lecturers were very well prepared and capable of har.:!:
even the most difficult questions. Testimony to the success of :
course is the fact that in a questionnaire filled out by students. 5'
and followed a logical pat:;:
felt the course was
917 felt that course fulfilled Kenyon's ideal of liberal education.
As with all the Basic Courses, however, this the first year o!
existence, there are minor points which impede the total effect:
McCsd-cam-

:

well-organiz- ed

in the Religion courses are not so great that they dest:
its value, nor are they difficult to examine and correct.
The primary objection of students taking the Religion course
uiai iiitic 10 iyu inuLii icauiiig lu uu diiu Uldl me uuufts die w
ficult that they cannot be thoroughly read and understood. R'.:
Otto's, The Idea of the Holy was singled out most often as being
"heady." In spite of this criticism, it has been noted that it was
book which received the most praise, was referred to most ofte
papers, and was discussed the most outside of the lecture hall. T
seems to indicate that the course was succeeding in stimulating
and interest among its students.
Perhaps the greatest success of the course lies in its dives
In spite of the fact that this can sometimes be an impedimer.:
worked to the good in the Religion course. Where one might h:
been totally bored and uninterested with Rudolf Otto, his inter
could easily have multiplied as the course reached Martin Bid:
the Jewish Existentialist; when one's interest was not aroused
study of the Old Testament prophets, he was possibly stimu1.;
by the discussions and lectures at the beginning of the course
Baly discussed the essence of religion, its sociological;
anthropological aspects. Rather than sticking to one opinion throu;
out the course, the lecturers handled the material with mastery
subject. Thus, the student was confronted with the attitudes of.
theological scholars. He was given the opportunity, based on :'
readings and the lectures, to prefer one over the other.
Where the course does, in fact, fall, is the balance between
tures and section meetings. If the syllabus is to remain the san"
and there is no reason why the reading should have to be cut
more time should be spent in the classroom, where the student i
not have to sit for fifty minutes rapidly taking down everythfe
lecturer is saying. Lectures can do no more than present there;
ing m an attempt to clarify the major points; the common object
is that there is no play between student and professor. The clas.'-meetings offer an opportunity to discuss comprehensively those porn the reading
which are not too easilv understood.' In fad.
course would be far better if there was one
lecture a week with f
discussion sessions. In spite of the overall strength of the course.-- '
is the area which must be carefully
examined and changed so i
the syllabus can achieve its greatest strength.
It is not that the syllabus for the Basic
Course is Religions"
loo much, or requires too much
concentration, it is rather thai
student has to be given the opportunity to grasp the material, aiw
nble to discuss it more thoroughly than ha
rt, thus far.
yond this point, the Religion course has
proceeded exceedingly
me .siuaonts consider it. based on the questionnaire, one ot
most rewarding of Kenyon's Basic Courses.
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basic course are
For which
this questionnu answering
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well organized?
o is this course
"
follow
instruction
the
Does
any logical pattern?
no
yes 41.50
52,5'-;

3'

syllabus provide the
framework for a worthwhile
Does the

9.

course?

no
25.50
no syllabus
OO
Do the instructors demonstrate
competence?
a high degree of
Do they have a mastery of the
subject matter?
most
all 68.00
20.00
few or none
12.00
74.50

4

5.

6.

often

31.00

seldom

fulfilling
syllabus?
no
42.50

Are they generally
the promises of the

yes

12.

meetings or
and substantial part of the course?
no
yes 69.00
27.00
To
too large
44.00
too
small
2.00

Are the section
labs: an intregal

54.00
75.00
7.00
18.00
72.00
or do

good as is
too little to discuss

8.00

20.0';
more lectures,
fewer section meetings
20.00
more section meetings, fewer lectures
9.0'.;
completely lectures
8.00 n completely sections
(as in BC I)
43. 0r!
good as is
Do you consider the texts and
reading assignments:
30.00
well correlated to
36.0';;
lectures
poorly
correlated
13.00
too

PAGE

elementary
4.0';;
too
difficult 17.0',;
suitable
and challenging as is
Are the lectures repetitive of
reading material?
yes 93.00
7.00
no
Are the tests:
3.0Or
too general
91.00
too specific
good as is
6.00
7.0 O
too frequent
not frequent
27.00
enough 66.00
good as is
Do you think that this basic
course contributes to Kcii-yon- 's
ideal of a liberal education?
yes 45.00no
55.00

too much

good as is
Should there be:

2.

3.

sophomores

and other

0

4.

5.

6.

-

7.

n:

non-freshme-

the new curriculum?
no
yes 48.00
52.00
Do you feel that this basic
course fulfills the expectacomtions of the
self-stud-

y

mittee?

29.00

71.00

no

approach to the problem of
the course work into six units: the
presumably to investigate the relationship of the ethos of the society in which a work was produced
ind the work itself; the artist, to glean some insight into the personality of the creator (supposedly, as revealed in his works) ; the
nedium, to investigate the expressive possibilities of various media;
he subject, to discover how the
artist has adapted his subject matter
0 bring about unique
expressive content; the audience, to investigate
he artistic creation and how
it reflects the ethos of the society which
six-fo-

-

ld

iroduced it.

720 of the students responding in the survey admitted the
for a worthwhile course in such a framework. However,
half of the students surveyed could not discern any
g!c in the course arrangement.
The execution has often failed to
neet expectations,
particularly in the unit on the artist in which
ome of the lectures
became mere encyclopedic biographies. The un-lu- e
emPhasis has been carried through to the tests which 890 of
he students
cited as too specific. (This criticism excludes the last
t which
demanded just one essay.)
Section meetings have been used merely to clarify points raised
1 lectures,
rather than to discuss provocative points and arrive at
more complete
understanding of the contribution of the given
lrk. 55'; of those enrolled in the course found that they had
othmg to discuss.
The course emphasizes
an analytical approach to the arts. How-j'he critical exercises which
are examinations of various artistic

po-ent- ial

ap-'roxima-

tely

er

eonomena,

sometimes descend into a mass of unsubstantiated
wieralizations.
The difficulties
do not seem to lie wholly with the faculty, how-e- r,
but with the approach
they have adopted for this year. Eighty-e- n
student returns admitted that most of the instructors demon- a
a mastery
of their field; twenty-fiv- e,
reported
all; eighty-seve- n
'a thls
mastery was conveyed during instruction. These men are
mng the first to
admit course defects and 'have already instituted
tanges in next year's course. Even this year, the recent lectures on
"e subject"
proved to
lectures sustained
be the most provocative
lrughout a unit,
concerned
more with the expression of a given
or than
the historical situation in which it was produced. One
a'Ways realize
itr?
moreover, that most of these men are concerned
'
the creative
aspects of the arts, and that this course is asking
6m to
aPProach their field in a new way.
hat suggestions can
come from this study, then? 1) The course
Turn to page 12, col. 1

Cont. from page 4, col. 1
meaning for us all. In our objection to the plugging up of
Philander's Hole we are objecting
to a general erosion of values in
our society and in our college.
When a landmark which has existed for Kenyon students since
the first years of our institution
must give way for a road, is this
"progress?" No! It is a symptom
of the disease which is eating
away American civilization from
the core. It is bureaucracy. It is
depersonalization.
It is loss of
identity. It is flouting of traditi-tionvalues of morality and the
Turn to page 9, col. 2
al

Choir Tours
by Tom Lane
While most of us were whiling
away the spring recess, fifty-on- e
members of the Kenyon College
Choir followed Professor Lendrim
on a tour which covered 2200
miles, five states and the District of Columbia, and twelve
churches.
The group started their tour
on the twelfth of March, singing
in the Friday Evening Service at
St. John's Church of Youngstown,
Ohio, whence they were carried
by their erstwhile bus driver, H.
R. Byers to Fairfax, Va., where
they enhanced the Saturday Evening Service at Truro Parish.

The exhibition season over, the
choir, still in
condition,
sang in the Sunday Morning Service at the National Cathedral in
The Basic Course in history is intended to give the student an Washington and gave what some
understanding of the important events of the past two hundred years. members believe to have been
of the
A course of this type demands that the student master great masses their best performance
of information, and assignments of 100 pages of complicated chrono- tour.
Such assignments place a
logical material are not uncommon.
perAfter a Sunday-afternoo- n
demanding responsibility upon the lectures and section meetings that formance at St. Paul's Parish,
the
promise.
to
its
is
fulfill
must be met if the course
group left Washington for civiliThis responsibility is very well met by the lectures. They are zation.
almost all of a high quality; they clarify the reading and help to
Once at Williamsburg, they
summarize the important ideas and facts by arranging them into were given a
grand tour of the
coherent patterns. These lectures help, by their example, to demon- area,
which they gave anafter
an
of
events
the
arranging
of
methods
strate the art of history, the
other one of their usual sophisincoherent world into an understandable pattern.
ticated performances.
An understanding of the historical technique is increased by the
Later that day Mr. Harold
writing of papers the most valuable experience of the course. The
Sparks, a Kenyon alumnus who is
topics are specific ones presented in pamphlets; they require intensive
study and careful writing. Since the pamphlets are usually collections currently in charge of restoring
Williamsburg, treated the singers
of varying opinions about an historical event, the student must exto a keg of Michalob.
do.
One
historians
professional
ercise the same value judgment that
The choir stopped next at Glen
shortcoming of the course is that writing about history is not given
enough emphasis. Instruction in dealing qualitatively with events, Rock, New Jersey, where they
before,
and not merely recounting them is needed. Perhaps a few lectures were very
describing an historical event and then explaining how a historian during, and after their performance at All Saints' Church.
writes about it would remedy this failing.
The next three days they spent
The major criticism goes to the section meetings. One third
through Massachusettes,
singing
The
planned.
badly
were
of the students felt that these sessions
despite acoustical and
problem of maintaining a coherent interesting discussion without a where,
they did an exproblems,
other
to
the
solved
yet
to
be
rigid class plan prepared beforehand has
tremely competent job.
satisfaction of many of the participants. The discussions have
Saturday found the choir in
become desultory, though the cause for this situation may
New York City with an open
somebeen
has
preparation
whose
students
the
with
been
have
often
night which, of course, is now
thing less than complete.
famous.
hour-ione
lamenting
that
by
begin
The lecturers in Basic IV often
The next day the well-restnot enough time to make even a cursory study of the French
must
performed at the Church of
group
course
The
justified.
fully
Revolution or World War I. They are
understanding
(which, by the
Ascension
the
to
provide
an
order
history
of
in
centuries
two
cover
building of
of how the world students are being prepared to face was formed. way, financed the
of the Holy
Kenyon's
Church
integrity
historical
coverage
with
accomplish
this
must
But it also
his Spirit) in the morning and at
and supply the student with methods with which he can make
St. Thomas Church in the afterbeen
always
not
coverage
has
this
While
own decisions about history.
noon. They did a surprisingly
broad
the
within
succeeded,
have
professors
the
depth,
in sufficient
comprehensive good job of it too, despite an epilimits of the subject, in presenting a
demic of some curious malady
sourse.
that bothered many of the singers.
self-stud-

8.

yes

For which basic course are
fewer section meetings
you answering this question14.50
more section meetnaire? 79
BC IV
ings, fewer lectures
Is this course well organized?
7.9 O
completely lectures
Does the instruction
follow
30.30
completely sections
any logical pattern?
(as in BC I )
97.50
yes 2.50
no
37.6 O
good as is
Does the syllabus provide the
Do
you
consider
the texts and
framework for a worthwhile
reading assignments:
course?
58.70
well correlated to
yes 1.30
no
4.8 Or
lectures
poorly
1.30
no syllabus
19. 20
correlated
too
Do the instructors demonstrate
elementary
l.OO
too
a high degree of competence?
difficult 16.30
Do they have a mastery of the
suitable
and challenging as is
subject matter?
48.10
all 50.60
most 10 Are the lectures repetitive of
1.3'r
few or none
reading material?
yes 45.60
no
54.40
Do they convey this mastery
11. Are the tests:
in their instruction?
too general
62.80
2.40
usually
37.2 O
too specific
9.80
often
44.7 Or
good as is
seldom
00
too frequent
00
Are they generally fulfilling
11.40not frequent
the promises of the syllabus?
good as is
enough 31. 70
100O
yes 00
no
Are the section meetings or 12 Do you think that this basic
course contributes to Ken-yon- 's
labs: an intregal and substanideal of a liberal edutial part of the course?
cation?
no
yes 40.00
60.00
27. 30
no
yes 2.70
too large
13.90
2.8 Or
too small
To sophomores and other non- 83.3 O
good as is
freshmen:
badly planned
33.80
Are you glad you switched to
26.8 O
well planned
the new curriculum?
39.4 O
no
good as is
yes 43.30
56.70
28. 60
too little to discuss
Do you feel that this basic
too much
or do 14.30course fulfills the expectay
comgood as is
60.30
tions of the
mittee?
Should there be:
no
yes 10.00
90.00
more lectures,
10.50
97-4-

-

The inclusion of a basic course in the arts indicates that the
faculty and administration deem work in the arts as legitimate academic discipline, not a mere pastime indulgence or emotional outlet.
In truth, the arts are media for communication,
wherein the form
of a work so controls the audience's response that the audience participates in what the artist has envisioned. The basic course syllabus
itself states, "The work of art originates as a concept in the mind
of the creative artist. In realizing it, he casts this concept in a certain
form which is then perceived by the spectator or listener." A first
:ourse in the arts, then, should desirably acquaint the student with
:his fundamental principle and with the potentials of such expression. The approach should be predominantly critical so that the
student can truly appreciate the importance of various works of art,
snowing what to respond to and how to experience them, not dismissing the works as "niceties."
The syllabus provides a
aesthetic experience, dividing
vork itself; the environment,
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Are you glad you switched to

good as is

badly planned
well planned

20.00

8.

10.

11

mastery
Do they convey this
in their instruction?
usually
29.00

57.50
7.

yes

40.0r'r
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Both Professor Lendrim and the
members of the choir felt the
trip to have been a very gratifying one and a boost to the College's prestige abroad. Indeed,
they have already received a
great deal of mail to this effect.
As a final note, the choir presented Mr. Lendrim with a colvollection of recently-publishe- d
umes that he had been meaning
to acquire. This was done in recognition
of the sincere esteem
scheduled
must
be
etc.
All special food functions, meetings,
Lounge. and respect with which they reFaculty
the
and
Hall
Dempsey
U,
lower
May
in
7th
prior
gard him.
The banquet season will end on May 7th.

Wright Morris' novel Ceremony in Lone Tree, available in
paperback in the bookstore, will be discussed in the Fifth Hour
Series Friday, April 23 in the library.
David Madden, author of a recently published book on Morris,
and Philip Church will lead the discussion.
Wright Morris will speak at noon in Finney Hall at Oberlin
Musings on
College Thursday, April 15. Subject:
Landscape."
a Surrealistic
The Morris novel is being discussed instead of Ralph Ellison's
The Invisible Man.
"Post-Diluvia-

n
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section meetings
more section meet3.27
ings, fewer lectures
completely lectures
07
completely' sections
9.77
(as in BC I)
good as is
87.17
Do you consider the texts and
reading assignments:
well correlated to
45.57
poorly
9.17
lectures
too elecorrelated 9.17
too diffimentary 3.07- suitable and
cult 33.27c
challenging as is
Are the lectures repetitive of
reading material?
no
yes 26.97
73.17
Are the tests:
too general
07
too specific
4.37
good as is
41.37

Council Authorizes Four Hundre,
IrreenDaoKis
Conl. from page

1.

col.

5

iui uuncgian un x0aU

groups competing for the area's
advertisements make them difficult to secure. The unnecessary
g
enterburden of a
prise necessitated the Council's
action. The Council indicated that
elimination of this private enterprise should make advertising
easier to secure in the future.
After the first meeting, defeated
Piesidential candidate Dave Perry
congratulated the new President
on his first meeting. "He'll be a
good President. For someone who
had absolutely no previous experience, Jarrett took over real
well. He's got the ability to do an
excellent job."
To begin the second meeting of
the new Student Council administration, President Jim Jarrett an- -

the new effort "one of the few
signiflcent achievements in an
otherwise dismal Council year."
Archon fraternity appropriated
re$50 to the Committee. Archon
presentative to the Student Council Ronald Long stated that his
fraternity "felt obliged to play a
part in helping maintain Kenyon's
The pressing
high standards.
needs of the school merit the concern of every student. Vhile $50
will not go far, it shows our concern for the future.
S,
At their first meeting, the new
Council also allocated $400 for the
humor issue of the Collegian. The
Council also bought out the "blottoo frequent
07
ter service" operated by two Ken-yo- n
frequent
not
6.
21.77
students. The six official
good as is
enough 32.67
Do you think that this basic
7.
course contributes to Ken-yon- 's
ideal of a liberal edumore section meet3.27
are
1. For which basic course
cation?
fewer
lectures
ings,
questionanswering
this
you
no
yes 15.47
84.67
completely lectures
21.07
B.C. VI Biology
naire? 62
completely sections
3.27
sophomores and other
2. Is this course well organized?
good
(as in BCD 64.57
follow
instruction
Does
the
91.77good as is
is
as
to
any logical pattern?
Are you glad you switched
badly planned
4.37
9. Do you consider the texts and
no
yes 6.57
93.57
the new curriculum?
well planned
43.57
reading assignments:
no
yes 15.47
84.67
3. Does the syllabus provide the
good as is
52.27
well correlated to
37.57
worthwhile
a
for
framework
Do you feel that this basic
too little to discuss
5.37
poorly
12.57
lectures
expectacourse?
the
fulfills
course
too much
or do 07
eletoo
2.57
correlated
no
yes 6.37
y
com25.47
good as is
tions of the
94.77too difmentary
26.37
syllabus
no
68.37
8. Should there be:
mittee?
suitable
21.37
ficult
demon4. Do the
instructors
no
yes 12.57
87.57
more lectures, fewer
07
is
challenging
as
and
comhigh
degree
of
a
strate
According to the Collegian Questionnaire, most students in Basic
petence? Do they have a mas- 10. Are the lectures repetitive of
Course V feel that this course contributes to a liberal education, but
reading material?
tery of the subject matter?
they do find shortcomings.
no
yes 40.37
59.77
most
all 39.17
60.97
Students generally feel the lectures are well organized and
11. Are the tests:
or
none
few
07
coordinated with the text, but apparently some students are having 5.
too general
3.87
Do they convey this mastery
trouble understanding the material. According to the instructors, the
too specific
27.97
instruction?
in
their
lectures are oriented toward the student who has had some math and
good as is
27.97
usually
56.67
are
Unfortunately
year
there
chemistry
a
physics.
in
at least
or
too
frequent
3.87
39.6
often
7
students who do not have this background. On the other hand there
enough
not
frequent
9.67
seldom
3.87
years
years
two
to
up
and
math
four
of
have
students
had
are
who
is
as
good
27.97
6.
fulfilling
they
generally
Are
of chemistry and physics. Perhaps an arrangement for credit or
the promises of the syllabus? 12. Do you think that this basic
placement should be devised. Students who lack the background have
course contributes to Kenyes 28.67
no
great difficulty in grasping concepts, and, because of the tight sched71.47
yon's ideal of a liberal eduule, students often miss the point entirely, although the material is 7. Are the section meetings or
cation?
familiar to students who have any background at all. Some novices
labs: an intregal and substanno
yes 25.07
may have a bit of difficulty, for example, understandinig that per75.07
tial part of the course?
pendicular forces are independent or the relationship between weight
yes 34.07
no To sophomores and other
66.07
and mass.
too large
29.47
One of the most commendable aspects of Basic Course V is the
too small
Are you glad you switched to
07
attempt that is being made to convey the philosophical aspects of
good as is
70.67
the new curriculum?
physical science, i.e., how discoveries are made and the concept of
no
yes 07r
badly planned
34.77
1007
scientific method. The historical approach which the instructors are
Do you feel that this basic
24.57
well planned
taking toward this subject matter is relevant to a liberal education,
good as is
40.87
course fulfills the expectaand, most important, readily applicable to other fields of study.
y
8. Should there be:
comtions of the
The experiments and laboratory work, however, are not as satis8.17
more
lectures,
mittee?
fying. They are not as successful as they could be. After all, the
no
fewer section meetings
yes 14.37
85.77
purpose of an experiment is not so much to inform the student of
material which he can learn in a text, but to force him to reason
and extrapolate beyond what he already knows. By present proBasic Course VI (Life Science) is, on the whole, a successful
cedure, the student is pretty much aware of what his findings will
be before he enters the lab. The instructions leave the student little course. However, in response to the recent Questionnaire, students
to do except follow directions. A professor is always available and listed a few major problems. Most of these problems seem to result
willing to help perhaps too available for the good of the student. from the division of the course into two almost unrelated units
Since the student has so very little to reason out, and since the each with its own teacher, texts, subject matter and, most importar'.
experiments are not extensive enough to give the student a practical outlook.
The first semester was quite successful. For those not planning
familiarity with lab techniques, perhaps they should be dropped altogether. If not dropped, perhaps they should be oriented more a science major, the instructor managed to present a good basic
toward the philosophical aspects of the course. It seems that the course in biology and integrate it with the humanities.
present experiments are somewhat incongruent with the lectures
However, the second semester of Basic VI has become a course
since they are seldom carried beyond the immediate implications of in genetics and embryology, rather than a biologically oriented view
the data. More emphasis should be placed on the scientific observa- of the world. Most students have had difficulty becoming interested
in technical biology. Since they view specifics of scientific study
tions of the phenomena rather than the phenomena themselves.
Admittedly, it is difficult to separate data, math calculations, as being secondary to its principles and to the problem of placing
etc. from laboratories and lectures of a science course and still man in his environment.
familiarize the student with the science and its value to him. Yet
Many students also expressed dissatisfaction with the reading
it can be done. In fact, from impressions of the course we have and with the interdepartmental
lectures. The text for the first sesampled, this seems to be the primary target of the instructors and, mester is excellent and should
definitely be retained, but for no apas a whole, it seems they have been fairly successful. But the diversiparent reason the assignments were out of order and thus often infied types of liberal arts students in Basic Course V, we question comprehensible.
The interdepartmental lectures, apparently intended
whether or not this goal has been reached.
to correlate the other sciences taught at
Kenvon with Basic VI, have
not been integrated with the course.
Continued from page 5, col. 2
There have often been attempts on a
basis
should be regarded as an end in itself, not a mere instrument for to cram as much information as possible
about a specialized disci-- p
inspiring interest in higher courses in the department involved. Inine nto one or two hours. Little was done to make this
information
deed, true interest is founded upon understanding. 2) The approach of Basic VI.
to the arts proceeds from the work itself
rather than the circumThe laboratory sessions, though often interesting,
have also not
stances of its creation. 3) The course must emphasis the fundamentals been made a
vital part of the course. However, in the
of expression is revealed in such critical approaches as
second seLowry's The mes er, they have been used as demonstrations
of material covered
Visual Experience, Taylor's Learning to Look, and Cooper's Learnin class and have been slightly more valuable.
ing to Listen (the last two being the texts that the University
of
Apparently most students enrolled in Basic
Chicago uses for its first course in the arts). Until
Course VI feel that
these things are
jt is a good course with chances of being an excellent one. With
adopted, it is clear that the 29 upperclassmen (757 of
those respond improvements m text assignments,
.ng) who stated that the course was not fulfilling
labs, and interdepartmental
the expectations coord.nat.on it could become
y
an even more significant contribution
ot the
committee will be justified.
to Kenyon's ideal of a liberal
education.
profit-makin-

B.C. VI, Life Science
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non-freshme-
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-

-

-

self-stud-

non-freshme-

self-stud-

The Arts,

self-stud-

i

take-it-or-leave-

-it

n:

nounced committee appoint
for the various Council
then reported recent
action of importance: the suasion of Student Council
the Special pro.
Fund Committee', and the fusion of the incident at "Philsr;:
Well." Jarrett told the
that the
the demonstration t
"springtime harassment of
metr'-H-

e

e

r:g-supervis-

(v.-representativ-

es

S--regar-

For which basic course are
you answering this question26
naire? B.C. V
Is this course well organized?
follow
Does the instruction
any logical pattern?
no
yes 7.7 7
92.3'
Does the syllabus provide the
framework for a worthwhile
course?
no
yes 15.47
3.8rr
no syllabus
80.87
demonDo the instructors
strate a high degree of competence? Do they have a mas10.
tery of the subject matter?
most
all 25.07r
75.07
few or none
07
Do they convey this mastery 11.
in their instruction?
usually
60.07
often
36.07
seldom
4.07
Are they generally fulfilling
the promises of the syllabus?
no
12.
yes 07
1007
Are the section meetings or
labs: an intregal and substantial part of the course?
no
yes 8.37
91.77
too large
4.27To
too small
4.27-
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Administration."
Dean Thomas Edwards,
from a Gambier v;'
council meeting, admitted
while "this was organized
people who felt very stirabout the situation," he felt
most students had demons::;
merely for a "spring :;'.adventure." He continued:
College and the authorities
continued to allow demons;.:;-othis nature to continue. :
cannot have students act in a:-to destroy the dignity of the S.
Police and other law enforcer:
authorities. Should some
cause come up that could be:
sidered a 'riot', something
either people will be :
done
rested or the College will
strong disciplinary measures.":.
Dean warned that "the sr.d:
who participates in this scr.
thing again will be taki:.;
chance."
Mr. Edwards later clarified j
statements by saying that
objected not to legitimate
for legimate causes
only for those "unlawful
ings" that are dangerous and:
police authority. He said he :j
gretted that many students j:;-the recent demonstration for J
adventure of it."
Discussion ensued over .
the well was the central
("Were the students on a
or really demonstrating fc:j
cause?") And if deemed
sary, what sort of commemcr;
should the Council recoirr.;:
d

rece-returne-

-

!

f

,

:L

ions

de-strat-

:

;

w':.--

;

;

r.e.-.-

j

Apparently,

three

factions

opinion existed.

Cocks Objects
John Cocks of Psi Upsilor.
that no one really gave a

:

about the well. Collegian Ed
Barry Bergh agreed. Dean :
wards here gave a short his;:r
the well and interesting
its history, prov-- .;
probable authenticity. IndeK'
ent Bill Schnall retorted C
charge, indicating interest in ;
serving Kenyon's hallowed
torical spots. Jim Baxter of S::"
Pi reached some sort of cor:;
mise by noting that regard
student opinion, an imports-su- e
had been raised and ths"
Council should support a
memoration of some sort. Ii
voted that discussion be u;
until the Councilmen cor.;,
their constituencies for an
inc:-regard-

ing

'

c

rate appraisal

of opinion.

Special Projects
President Jarrett announce:
membership in the Special :
jects Fund Committee. Repining the students will k" ;
Caesar, of Alpha Delta Ph;
Brown of Beta Theta Pi,
of Sigma Pi. Profess.
Denis Baley and Joseph
Robert Baker will
faculty.
The final question broup
the floor was that of the
which the Collegian Editor
in Council debates. After
it was finally
officially that the newspaper
tor c.iuld debate and msk''
tiuns but not vole, uphold
tradition set bv earlier Co"and-Car-

r

S!a'.f-Mrs-

.

e

rep:-th-

P'-- ;

.:

1-d-
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Allerdice and Butt Report From
New Trends in Thrillers,
Opposite Sides of Selma Campsite "The Train," Examined
fmm

raae

1.

col.

npapp
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says die, you
you gotta die
says
die.
spirit
the
w .food and squatted, listening
nrH; nf those who had
.u- In their lives to the struggle.
who had
We naid tribute to those
Lewis Wilkins, Young, WilAlabamspoke.
Ls
and others
l
n, voiced the grievances that
L., , inn been muffled by the
of hose and clack of whip
wance
V
....
nnd nf the registrar,
w
How many yeaia.
wind.
was blowing in the
All had
It seemed a long wait.
was
He
leader.
the
nf
,!,,,
eps
who would free his people
Pharoah Wallace. Let my
When the spirit
gotta die, o Lord,
i.-i-e-

n

--

.

accniYiinrf
".wwe

tUn

wmi we were noi iNegro Sheriff. The whites fear
It's getting harder and harder
Wild public disorders or public these days to
.agltatV
?f
T
make a good thriller.
half-hoA
after starting this undecencies that could be seen in There seems to
be a reluctance to
ucdeuduub journey,
par: in the nuhlir
j.uu.c,, we came part
public fornication deal only with the kinetic superme group, marching up among Negroes in the "encamp- utJU"
ficialities that made the older films
U1
6
cuuul iu nines ments alons? the rnnrl trv
(of the likes of The Big Sleep,
ut of
The day was clear, gomery as reported in the Ala- This
Gun for Hire and Rebecca)
but cold- and Dr. King was wear-I- d bama legislature.
such a joy to watch. In a straight
irg a heavy overcoat and a green
I tried to look at the whole
thriller like Seance on a Wet
cap with fuzzy brown earmuffs. march fairly; and I tried to
draw Ajlernoon, the suspense runs a
Occasionally a voice would call legitimate conclusions from the poor
and distant second to the
r----

-,

,

.

T

....o
ur

Mt

Sela.
-

wnaua we want?
The
panting throng would somehow
manage
to ireply
freedom
do we want it?" Somewhat fewer
oui

whole affair. This event drew the
attention of the nation to the
heritage and traditions of the Old
uiaiuiieu uiem, ana men
uu'"i
ignored the New South which is
cheered "now!" The last move- - rising from the rubble which
ment of the three part cheer faded these agitators have in part cre
into the huffing and puffing of ated. The untimely death of Mrs.
walking up the hill.
uiuzzo lent credence to the whole
sordid mess. Did Dr. King admit
that the 120,000 Negroes registered presently in Alabama have
one of the worst records of voting of any minority group in the
country? Did Dr. King deny that
on the ten extra days Governor
Wallace granted to the voting
egistrar in Selma, only a handful
Negroes even bothered to show
up.' No, he didn t.
Certainly the whites, have not
been guiltless in their treatment
Negroes in the South. The ex
tremism of the Klu Klux Klan
and their terrorist attacks of
box. Nothing could strike
more fear in the Southern white
heart than a Negro Mayor or a
lence and murder are a reminder
"Black and white togelher . . ."

from

i--

"

vio-bsll- ot

people go. He was known to all
the world as a prince of peace.
That day he was in all hearts
to be prophet of the
thought
promised land. We had marched
with the king. He asked his people
to

A

bear with him as he explained

why things were so. He spoke as
a scholar of history. He spoke to
the poor white. He talked of revolution. He talked of love. Once
again he told us of a dream
when judgment would roll down
as

waters and righteousness as a

mightly stream. Keep
on the prize
hold on.

your eyes

Now was the ritual. Even the
President of the United States had

mighty crowd
linked hands.
We saw an old man cry. We
watched little children shout it
out. Black and white together.
Truth shall make us free. God is
on our side. We are not afraid.
Deep in my heart I do believe.
We shall overcome someday.
Yes we were glad we came. No,
no one hurt us.
Policeman did not
give us directions. They
tried to
mock us. But they didn't have
whips this time. The city was occupied by troops now.
Unlike
those before us, we had a relatchanted it. That
crossed arms and

ively easy go of it.
Immediately, we turned northward. In the night we
learned of
our snipered
comrade. Why?
We

wondered what would hapIt was a great day.
Gut what
of the Negroes who
would still be in Montgomery tomorrow? What of the petition?
What of
freedom? We were reaming to mansions of middle
- ass
America. They were again
alne. We all had
dreams of
mments in the promised
pen tomorrow.

Unlike us,
haave.

land.
dreams are all they

Butt,
from page
bj

1,

col. 4

militia-me- n

and other whites
At intervals
jokers would pull out from their
h'ding Places alonS the
roada
follow us for a mile or
'WO, for ,
no
msPectlondoubt
UlTh
iney always left us in
ere not
welcoming.
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"We shall overcome"

A small airplane appeared
overhead and a flood of yellow
leaflets rained down on the
demonstrators and the neighboring fields. The leaflets urged se"An
lective hiring and firing
unemployed agitator ceases to
agitate." The White Citizens for
Action Committee of Tuscaloosa,
Alabama was responsible for the
drop. The Reverend King made
no immediate public statement
concerning this.
A short drive took us to Selma
itself. In the town's main drug
store the fountain was closed.
The proprietor refused service to
the myriad of agitators who filled
the city. To him, apparently, we
were agitators. Attired in ragged
sweatshirts, we had the complete
appearance of being among those
come to aid the Negro in his fight.
Many whites cast sidelong glances
at the "Kenyon" on my
To them, no doubt, this was one
of those small Yankee leftist-typ- e
colleges that send students to rebuild Negro churches. There was
no way short of waving a Confederate flag down main street of
telling these beleaguered Southern whites that I was on their
side. Understandably, these people fear any outside interruption
in their way of life.
Southern whites do not fear
the Negro; they have been living
at relative peace with him for
300 years. They fear only the encroachment of these rights when
and if the Negro controls the
T-sh-

irt.

of past hatreds. But the South
slowly realizing
is growing up

that its past prejudices must be
put away. The Negro must now
and
shoulder his responsibility
prove himself in the forward advance of the New South. To many
people, the problem is not only
that some Alabama Negroes do
not get one vote, it is that some
Chicago and Philadelphia Negroes get two or three votes.

"Ever Third Rate"
Last Thursday morning when
faculty and administration arrived
for work, they found the motto
inscribed
"EVER THIRD-RATE- "
in gold letters over the east door
of Ascension Hall. The same legend appeared in gold paint in the
glass panes over the entrance to
Ransom Hall. No one paid much
attention to these things at first,
ascribing them to some obscure
foolishness having something to
do with the date: April 1st, 1965.
Some indication of its meaning,
however, became evident when
each member of the faculty and
each administrator found in his
typed
morning's mail a four-pag- e
report on stationery headed "Office of the Chairman, Department
of Political Science." The text,
which was attributed to C. North-cot- e
Parkinson, and was presumably meant to apply to Kenyon's
present situation, included: "Only
Turn to page 9, col. 1

Perhaps in reaction to all of
this, a new kind of thriller has
evolved, one that is completely
unable to take itself seriously.
Adolescent harlequinades like the
James Bond series, Charade and
Topkapi have done as much to
subvert the once proud thriller
genre as the psychological party
games so popular on the New
York art circuit. Directors now
tea-ppsychologizing thrust upon seem almost ashamed to present
the audience as a sad substitute a straight-forwarfurious and
for characterization. Consequently, ruthless shoot-em-uthe best scene in the film is the
All of this by way of introducpassing of the ransom money in
the London tubes, where the film- tion to a few brief remarks about
makers have temporarily forsaken the newest thriller with a contheir embarrassingly obvious anal- science, John Frankemheimer's
ysis and decided to let something The Train, the picture that asks,
happen. But for the most part, with an amazingly straight face,
Seance on a Wet Afternoon is a is art more important than human
rather dreary exercise, about as life. Mr. Frankenheimer, a vastly
interesting as watching two ink- overblown and overrated young
director, has always managed to
blots plotting a big heist.
Hitchcock, who used to make tactlessly impose a Serious Mesthe very best thrillers, has himself sage on his otherwise generally
recently fallen prey to the current pleasant thrillers: in The Young
vogue for cocktail-hou- r
psycho- Stranger and The Young Savages,
analytical gibberish, in Mamie, it was society vs. underprivileged
and even in the last ten minutes and misunderstood juvenile deof Psycho, where the pompous linquents; in Birdman of Alcatraz,
analyst pontificates about Norman the victimized innocent; and in
Bates and his life with mother. the horrendous Seven Days in
Hitchcock's best films (most par- May, the frenzied fiagwaving and
ticularly Strangers on a Train) red, white and blue bromides of
have always had depth, and Rod Serling, who didn't even
Hitchcock himself has always come across very well on televisbeen at his best when dealing ion. The Train, perhaps Franken-heimer- 's
best film, still bears the
with neurotics and psychotics, but
no direct explanation of their heavy marks of this adolescent
various
aberrations was ever craving to take on something big.
needed because the characters
Paul Scofield, a Nazi officer, dewere always clear and complete
cides to remove as many of the
without it. Without bringing his
film to a grinding halt with a dull art treasures of France as he can
classroom lecture, Hitchcock man- and take them via railway to
aged to make clear what his peo- Berlin before the Allies take
ple were about by giving them Paris. Burt Lancaster is a French
little bits of business (Bruno's underground
(sic) asleader
gaudy tieclip in Strangers on a
signed to keep the paintings in
Train, or Mrs. Danvers with the
nightgown in Rebecca) that con- France. There's lots of action:
cisely gave the audience a most murders, tortures, bombings, and
accurate portrait, no footnotes even a few derailments, all of
needed.
which keep things moving along
at a nice pace. The trouble comes
when we are subjected to ridiculously sophomoric debates concerning the value of art vs. the
value of human life, a trumped-u- p
problem at best, but one, nevertheless, to which much time and
perforFor its third "regular"
mance of the season, the Hill energy are devoted. Burt LanTheatre will stage Ionesco's caster looks a hell of a lot more
Rhinoceros on the twenty-seconplausible shooting than thinking,
twenty-fourt- h,
twenty-thiranyway.
twenty-sixtand twenty-sevenof April.
Incidently, Mr. Scofield and all
Rhinoceros is a four-aplay of the other dirty Nazis in the picthe "Theater of the Absurd" variture speak English with a German
ety. The cast is comparatively
so we understand they're
accent,
small, (sixteen characters), but
speaking
German when we
really
infairly
each role, even if it is
conspicuous, has a special signi- hear English; the Frenchmen in
ficance to the play.
the film all speak unaccented,
As for the more conspicuous dubbed-i- n
English, so Mr. Lanparts, Chris Connell has been cast caster's
French acas Beranger (who comes as close
too unusual. I
seem
won't
cent
to being a protagonist as anybody)
mention this only because it kept
and Ed Hollowell as his domineering friend Jean. Judith Good-han- d me amused while Mr. Scofield
will be Daisy, the female was grunting and sputtering about
lead.
art (or in this context, Art), and
Mr. Michael is directing Rhino- while Mr. Lancaster was trying
ceros, assisted by Mr. Birtwistle his very best to act. (You can alas technical director. They play is
ways tell when Burt Lancaster is
produced by Bill Gibson. Bill
Moyer is the stage manager. The trying his very best: he glowers
various "departments" are headed more.)
up by: Jim Cowlin (set designer).
I'm sure that everyone will get
Mrs. York and Mrs. Trescott (costumes), Dick Kochman (makeup), an enormous kick out of The
and Mike O'Brien (publicity).
Train, as he should. But he won't
The set has been described as have to worry about wasting his
"experimental," and will consist money on a mere "entertainment,"
of screens and outlines of rooms. when such crucial philosophical
The set when combined with the
and
questions are
lighting, is supposed to produce a
which is too bad.
resolved
series of "loud pastels."
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Spring Production
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Germaine Bree,
French Scholar,
To Visit Campus
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SDS Demonstrates
Against US Policy

'I

In Southeast

Asia
against
protest
the
In
on the war in Viet N5p
six Kenyon students participae.
y
in a statewide

Americ-poli- cy

Miss Germaine Bree, Phi Beta
Kappa Visiting Scholar from the
University of Wisconsin, will be
on campus April 19 and 20 to present two lectures.

two-da-

Born in the south of France,
Miss Bree first came to the U.S.
in 1931 as a fellow at Bryn Mawr
College. She taught there for a
numKoT' nf vparc hpfnrA and after
teaching in Oran, Algeria. Miss jjv
Bree was Chairman of the Depart- ment of French at Washington
Square College of New York
and rose to the head of the
Department of Romance Lan- and Russian of the Uni- - f
;
versity's graduate school.

tv-par-

y'-Q.-

Cap-buildi- ng

f-guag-

es

she became Professor of r'
at tne institute
for Research in the Humanities of
the University of Wisconsin; in
1964 she was appointed its direcinclude
tor. Her publications
Andre Gide: Vlnsaisissable Protee,
Marcel Proust and Deliverance
from Time and Camus: an Age of
Fiction.
1960

c.

Saturday, April

t rench Literature

SDS conducts

Admissions Romances Hopefuls
C. Johnson

Taggarl

mittee. Robert Burns of the Bio- -

for Development,
Tracy Scudder, Director of logy Department spoke of the
,v,
.nncratnlated deoth of Kenvon's teaching, spe- . ....w..., nf thP original
research
. Q
Llltf II Ull UlCil Aliic atautmii. 1 v.
cords, and Mr. Kushan, who required of students in beginning
urged them if possible to meet biology. Richard Hettlinger of Re- with as many members of the ligion spoke of Kenyon's infor- Scholarship Committee as pos- - mal relations with the Episcopal
Church and of the teaching of
sible
,
.
relieion in an attemDt to Dro- :..
Ulnner leaiurea tne nrst puuul
p ,
thought on the
th subject
bi t Paul
ke thoueht
appearance in Gamb.er of Ken;inpin(j group,
pmiin a irescott oi economics saia tnat
vnn'ss newest
nPTOtt singing
von
education is not, as eco- decet 50 new that they do not
tney ncmics students especially are
even nave a name' although
allnougn thev
inr,1irlpH
.nmpHm
o- -tinie
t
vo- think vn
-h- ned to
have been tentatively christened
a
,
, aUna e
catjonal Jraining.utrather
Jh.

Vice-Preside- nt

of Ken- -

The principle purpose
yon Day is to bring scholarship
applicants to Gambier to be
terviewed by members of the
Faculty Committee on Scholar-thre- e
ships. Despite the mass of infor-li- c
metion the Committee has in the
applicant's file, it is felt that the
Committee needs to have at least
f it, member, mme to know
nn
him personally. The interview, in
thP
Mr Anthony
Anthonv Bins
Bing,
the word,
words of Mr.
a member of the Committee,
"brings the file to life." Mr. Bing
and Mr. John Kushan, Director of
bcnoiarsnips, ootn saia tnat mere
are no standard
standard ouestionsquestions, each
as a
students is interviewed
unique personality.
Since not even the Collegian
would violate the confidence of
a Scholarship Committee inter
view, the only things we have to
report on are the "fillers"
the
extra parts of the Kenyon Day
program designed to keep the applicant entertained before and
after his interview. These consisted of two meals, each featuring short addresses, a brief concert by a new singing group on
campus, and a faculty discussion.
At lunch the applicants were
greeted by Mr. William Thomas,
in-progr-

am,

-

Drama, Art Majors Approved
The faculty has enthusiastically
approved of two major fields of
study art and drama. William
Scar will be the first student in
Kenyon's history to major in art,
while Chris Wison, James Cowlin,
Bill Gibson and Ed McGuire will
be the first drama majors since
1955. No new professors in either
department will be added next
year.

"The march has been

other art schools in France and
Italy might also be required for
art majors.
The drama program will concentrate on giving the students a
firm background in the technical
aspects of the "making of the
play." Acting, techniques of direction, staging and other such
phases will be explored by the
drama major. As yet, no honors
program has been developed.

Professor Gerrit Roelofs, secretary of the faculty committee, explained that "a disciplined study
under the limits of the new cur- Well-Wisher- s
riculum offers the art and drama
Cont. from page 1, col. 4
major an equal intellectual and
and John R. Knepper, Assistant
educational experience."
to the Vice President for
The art program will emphasize
the creative talents of the student
With no mention of free speech,
rather than a detailed study in
art history, though the latter will Selma, Alabama, or Viet Nam, the
be by no means neglected. Stu- students quietly dispersed. Later
dents majoring in art will be en- on, some returned to keep vigil
couraged to take advantage of the over the bonfire and set off
Great Lakes College Association's
summer school in art at GuanaIn the aftermath, no essays were
juato, Mexico. The credits will be
no new posts created. The
transferable. Mr. Slate, chairman following day brought another
of the art department, noted that Gambier Monday

Mr.

A;,,;.

.

n,mi,

broui

about because of a nation-.:concern for the failure of

--

:
o.:

f
says Ter
Jectrves in Vietnam
Robbins, president of the Ker.y;:
SDS organization, "because of t
illegality and injustice of our
tervention; and because of
cost in human suffering
:

:

the intervention

t

is causing."

.
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Perer,

of their ten members present, tne
reper periormea a reperi"nnanaerers nerformed
i.
r r:..- - IdLIlel
uih.oiih-i: tolre ul llve
cated numbers. They were at their
best with the sixth and last num- "Philander Chase" sung in
ber
several parts,
The rest of the evenine was
taken up with commercials for
the liberal arts college. Kenyon
devoted some of her best talent
to these commercials, which were
and often entertaining, but one is tempted to
think that the time and talent
could have been put to better use
than to try to sell liberal arts
education to persons already sold
enough on it to apply to Kenyon.
Admittedly, however, the imagi
nation is puzzled to imagine what.
Dean Bruce Haywood delivered
a twenty-minut- e
speech on "The
Crisis in American Higher Edu
cation." He spoke of the Berke- ley riots and the stories of pro- fessors being fired for failing to
publish as evidence of this crisis.
The cause, he said, is the over- specialization and the slighting of
undergraduate education by our
larger universities. Large univer- sities offer good specialized edu- cation, but persons must have
some appreciation of disciplines
other than their own specialty in
order to consider themselves truly
educated. As evidence of the
slighting of undergraduate educa
tion, he cited the frequent use by
larger universities of high school
teachers, graduate students, and
even seniors as teachers of freshman .courses. He quoted the
chairman of the Ohio State En- glish Department as saying that,
in twenty years, Ohio State would
have to decide whether to use
good sophomores or poor juniors
for the job.
Kenyon Day ended with a
cussion of liberal education mo- derated by Professor Owen York,
of the Admissions Com- well-deliver- ed

dis-writt-

en,

f:i ,,uj 3Uual;,
wants have been satisfied and the

or
P Uliei
JTOC!Cj0
eSSe TPn
1 1

Cont. from page
There were

3. rn,
col.

tmes when

i4

their.:

kazoo, did not pick up- his vo.::
at all- There were other ti
Tessp wouia
lower his w nen Jesse
when
would lowernioH,
npprls
Ko
inHiviriiial
nrrnathinr
.....6
sides his ambitions to keep him so as to muffle his voice beh::
going These speeches were fol- - the harmonica complex.
iowea Dy a Dnet discussion,
The only objection I w-- .
sparked by questions from the make is
with the length of i
floor, on such matters as the rela- - concert.
From the audier.c;
ship between the teaching of viewpoint the songs, most play;:
rellg'0n to the scientific assump- - in the same key and chord pr:
uon 01 purposelessness, and ambi- - gression,
became tedious after t
ot me xeacners regarding first houf and a half. But o!b
cnanging the minds of their stu than this complaint, I thought tdents.
ithe concert was one of the be
that I have seen as far as P
plain enjoyment and relaxat::
are concerned. The informal
mosphere that Jesse created
his banter between songs, as;
ed with his overall relaxed, bat
Cont. from page 1, col. 1
porch approach, gave rise tc
:
assured of completion by the fall feelin6 of kinship between
audience ana periorruei a
of 1966
ing, incidently, that rarely
vails in concert halls today.
JJuring the next year, a two- immediate
slry unadorned brick building Perhaps this identification
t
W'H De rising on Chase Ave. It
origins
to
Jesse's
owed
be
w'" te built essentially according
Jesse
to Plans which were rejected by genuine folk character.
ren
last
represents
the
tne faculty earlier in the year,
folksc":
when
bygone
a
of
era
The original design called for neo- folks
colonial trim which caused Dean were taken from thepeopled
Edwards to label the design migrant crowds that
and not from $200
"Shaker Colonial." Because of
in college dormito':;
these objections, Mr. Lord has
an
His
was
era when hitchhi
said, all trim has been eliminated
p
from town to town wasn't a
from the design.
dential one had to acquire
An alternate plan submitted by
arrived on the concert si
the architects, George Rider, Inc., but a necessity of life an
would have placed a cluster of when a folksinger was 8
low modern buildings on the sev- singer by literal definition.
eral levels of the site. This plan,
though enthusiastically approved
by students and faculty on aesthetic grounds has been rejected
The Kenyon College Cho
because of its high cost. In exand the string ensemble
plaining the rejection, Mr. Lord
ncted that the building will be an
perform Faure's "Requiem
investment of part of Kenyon's
in the Church of the H'J
endowment. "We're here to run a
college, he said, "not waste enSpirit tonight at 8:00 P"1'
dowment money on a fancy
mercial building."
,u

,,,n ,.,atC1,a,
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in front of Rosse Hall.
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ormer

Reverend Neill, educated at
Trinity College in Cambridge, is
perhaps the most widely known
teacher and writer in the Anglican Communion. He is the author
of no less than twenty-eigbooks
and has lectured all over the
world. Reverend Neill served for
over twenty years in India as a
missionary, Warden of Bishop's
Theological College, Calcutta, and
then as Bishop of Trinnevelly.

sit-o-

;

a-

-'

F-l-

er

i-la-

lecThe annual Easter-Bede- ll
tures will be presented this year
by Reverend Stephen Neill. His
topic "History and the Gospel"
will be presented in a series of
three lectures in Rosse Hall on
the 27th and 28th of this month.

Those fasting on April 14 a:;
at Kenyon are John Allerd:-.Photo by Howard Price Geoffrey Cook, Bill Hendnci.
Dave Powers and Terry Robb!::
15

.

Bedell Lectures
Feature Gospel

17.

nd

The Phi Beta Kappa Visiting
Scholar Program was begun in
1956 to enable more schools to
hsve leading scholars participate
in campus activities. Under this
sponsored by the United
Chapters, a scholar spends two or
days on campus, giving pub- lectures, leading classroom
discussions and meeting infor- mally with students and faculty.

t

An expected 15,000 people v
picket the White House in t;.:
morning, and march to the
to hear speeches t.
Senator Gruening of Alaska, I. f
Stone, and others. SDS is prov:;.
ing buses from Columbus ai.
Cleveland to transport all thc- interested to and from Wash;:.;.
ton. The march will be held

"!

Uni-versi- ty

In

f.;'.

and vigil. They are members j
the Kenyon Chapter of the S:
dents for a Democratic Sociev,
After the fast, 15 students w
proceed to Washington to
in a march sponsored by ft.
same society.
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Production of Bald Soprano

Bold

four-pa- rt
aria, gratuitous laughcrowd filed into the
to
ter resounded through the theatre.
evening
Hlil Theatre Monday
- The horror of it all is that the
"e subjected to an hour of relines were funny only in their
lentless
i
absurdity,
and the audience's renib
Uispiaymg
Eugene Ionesco.

lare

tilent for ,. unoDtrusiveiy
,,,,

U"'4"
promoting

tne
articipation in the drama, the
Lied French playwright in his
play, "The Bald Soprano,"
armament dire(urns his caustic
and fires
onlookers
his
upon
ctly
away pitilessly.

one-a-

ct

The plav opens

and closes with

identical scene: an English
the
room,
couple sitting in heir living
observatbanal
spouting
wife
the
husband, hidden
ions while the
behind his evening paper, listens
disinterestedly. The intervening
couple,
action shows the same
enactors,
different
portrayed by
tertaining

another husband

and

(played by the performers
who close the play), an imbecilic
firechief paying a house call; and
who several
the couple's maid
play
times stops the action of the
ilwith logical discourses on the
place.
taking
logical scene
wife

The play contains several uprof domestic
oarious parodies
the maid's deduction,
rituals:

the
cross - examination,
legal
whole social process, and marriage. Yet it is the audience that
emerges with invisible but deep
wounds. This is evident iin the
fiinal scene involving the two
couples, a quartet in which, in a
delightful burlesque of social exchange, they trade absurdities:
"Take a circle, embrace it, and
and "One
it will turn vicious.";
walks with his feet, but one heats
and coal."
with
which
Throughout
this scene,
flows finally into a confused,

electricity

Third
Continued

Rate

from page 7, col.

3

a low

standard is desired and one
still lower is acceptable. The directives issuing from a second-rat- e
chief and addressed to his
executives speak only
aims and ineffectual
means. A higher standard of competence is not desired, for an efficient organization would be beyond the chief's power to
control.
The motto, "Ever third-rate"
has
been inscribed over the main entrance in letters of gold. Third-ratenehas become a principle
third-rat-

e

of minimum

ss

of policy."

There was

considerable debate
faculty members as to the
appropriateness
of this analysis
to Kenyon.
Some referred to the
statement's opening lines ("We
find everythere
a type of organi-zi- n
in which the higher
uncials are plodding
and dull,
"lose less
senior are active only
"ungue against each other,
ana the junior
men are frnstratpH
m frivolous.")
as an accurate description of the College's
situation,
hers, however,
were convinced
at the problem
was actually a
reaectwn of the
interaction of
Vinson's and Gresham's Laws.
among

...

sponse only indicates

participation

in

their
that absurdreal-lif-

e

ity.
The five actors performed with
fluency
and assurance.
Gard
Hazen, as Mr. Smith, the male
member of the original couple,
proved himself the best of the
lot with a droll performance that
could have stood up well on any
professional
stage. N a d e n e
Strome, as his wife often rushed her lines, but was true to the
character of Mrs. Smith
a dramatic
of a typically
innocuous
housewife.
Marjorie
Henshaw and Henry Webster, as
the second couple, performed admirably and with a true comic
flair, especially in a scene which
depicts them as trying to identify
one another by matching coincidental features of their lives. The
Maid, a kind of muse of logical
deduction, was played effortless- re-creat- ion

A

1

ly, in an understated way, by
Eleanor
Sullivan;
and Pedro
Arango contributed a fine performance as the witless fire chief.
The latter two were at their- - best
when they recognize each other
as former lovers and embrace as
Arango recites the funniest line
in the play: "She put out my
first fire."
The final quartet was not done
as well as it could have been. It
ended in a harsh, discordant eruption of shouts, and didn't sound
much like an operatic aria which,
by the title, I take to be the playwright's intention, viz., to write a
comic opera in plain speech
(which alone is absurd), there- by lampooning a common medium
of enjoyment.
Then aeain. wp
could abide by the maid's words
of caution: "Let's not try to know;
let's leave things the way they
are."
Chris Wilson, a junior drama
major, directed and designed the
production which, except for some
errors in pacing, came off remarkably well.

--

The Collegian has learned that
Route 229 leading from Gambier
to Mount Vernon will be closed
for repairs. The road will reopen after the construction crews
have completed the needed repairs. Until then, Mount Vernon-boun- d
motorists are advised to
use Rt. 308 in order to enter Rt.

V
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"That is curious. How very bizarre.'

THE WAR ON POVERTY:
a message to the Nation's college students.,.

36.

Time-Lif-

e

Take Two

Maintaining
a tradition that
was begun last year by former
Collegian edition P. Frederick
Kluge, two Kenyon undergraduates have secured summer position with TIME - LIFE publications.
Victor Sparrow, '66, will be
working as a courier for TIME
magazine between New York and
Chicago. Sparrow, a Philadelphiia,
underwent his previous joudnalis-ti- c
experience on the staff of his
high school newspaper.
The other of the two luce-livewill be Bronx-bor- n
John Cocks,
long a contributor this fortnightly and sometime film critic for
n,
FILM QUARTERLY, a
esoteric organ of the
cinema. Cocks will be employed
by the entertainment bureau of
LIFE magazine. Commented
Cocks "Well, I'm relieved that they're not sending
me to Viet Nam. Now I'll be able,
finally to fulfill my childhood
ambition and meet the Rockettes."
rs

small-circulatio-

cin-emexp-

ert

Edwards
Cont. from page

3, col. 2

destruction of the only concrete
foundation on which to base a
society. It is creeping mediocrity
by governments so laden with
average bureaucrats that excel-

lence has no place in which to
develop; by average people who
by colleges so consource of the set the norm;
as to lose
expansion
with
cerned
eent,
which
was printed on
J
excellence
teaching
much
of
their
staonary. The members
0.
DePartment of Political and student identity in some
Sri'
law
ence
accused each other; some seemingly immutable natural
follows superiessors were
"stagnation
of
surprised to learn
Kenyon
still has a Depart-u- - ority."
In spite of our secluded posi0fPolitical Science. No one
we at Kenyon are acutely-awartion,
leaily sure who is
Chairman.
of the way society is headThe i
inscription over the door
ing,
we protest. Philander's
and
of
Re
nsom
caused a mild fiurrv until hole is the embodiment of trathe
is
o
mm was found to be ditional values, and its closing
step in a relentless
more
one
but
nater s'uble. It was hastily re- process which is undercutting our
oetore the
arrival of anv civilization.
Phil Cerney '67
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Inspiring causes have always fired the
imagination of students.
Today the United States is committed
to the greatest humanitarian cause in its
history a massive counterattack on the
causes of poverty, which are robbing
35.000.000 Americans of the opportunities most of us are free to pursue because we had the advantage of a decent
start in life. That start has been denied
of the nation's people. Thirto
teen million of them are children.
This is a moment in history for the
fortunate to help the least privileged of
their fellow citizens. You can help this
summer, or for a full year if you choose,
as a volunteer in the War on Poverty.
In July and August, 30,000 volunteers
will be needed in their own communities
children
to assist four- and
of the poor through Project Head Start
Child Development Centers. Thousands
more are needed to live and work among
poor families by enlisting in VISTA, the
domestic Peace Corps.
In Head Start, volunteers work
with teachers, social workers,
doctors, and other professionals to give
children advantages which
can change the patterns of their lives.
Many of these children have never held
a doll, never scribbled with crayons.
Meager environments have blunted their
curiosity. Some are spoken to so rarely
that they are unable to form sentences.
Head Start volunteers will read to children, take them on outings to zoos and
one-fift-

e

,tfc-freshm-

en.

parks, organize creative play for them,
and help build the security and
they need to succeed in
school. The rewards come when a withdrawn child begins to ask questions or
responds to the affection for which he
has been starved. Without such help,
many of these children would be headed
for school failure and the poverty cycle
which trapped their parents.
Many young people who are 18 or
older and can serve for a year enroll for
training in VISTA both to help others
and to enlarge their own capacities for
teaching, social work, or careers in sociology, economics, law, and other fields.
Home base for VISTA volunteer groups
can be a city tenement row, a struggling
farm community, an Indian reservation,
a migrant labor camp, or a mental hospital. Volunteers may counsel school
dropouts, organize recreation programs,
tutor children who are behind in school,
explore job opportunities for the poor
in short, do whatever is needed to help
people find their way up from poverty.
Volunteers become respected members
of the communities where they work.
The pay is nominal living expenses
plus $50 a month paid at the end of service. But the opportunities are great: you
can help pave the way for an America in
which the democratic ideal is big enough
to encompass everyone.
Will you lend your abilities to people
who live in need? Join the War on Poverty
today!
self-confiden-

L

h

-

five-year-ol-

d

side-by-sid-

pre-schoo-

n

e

l

ce

Clip and mail

to: Volunteers
War on Poverty
Washington, D.C.

20506
Send mail to
school address

Yes, I

want to help the War on Poverty!

will be operating in or near
Please refer me to Head Start programs which
summer.
this
(location).
a member of VISTA.
Please send me information on how can become
I

1

-

S

Public Service

There has
also been considerate debate as to the

i

fir'

Send mail to
home address

Age

Name.
School Address.
Home Address-

-
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DIAMONDS
IN THE

ROUGH
Steve Hayes, dumps a bunt in front of home plate, lo sacrifice Paul Crawley
SACRIFICE
base, during the eleventh inning of a game with Muskingum, Tuesday.
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The Fearsome Foursome
By "Dys"
As the only current manager to beat the Yankees twice in a
pennant race, Al Lopez of the Chicago White Sox must know what
he's talking about when he states that "pitching is ninety per cent
of baseball."
EVEN WITH THE LOSS of southpaw Doug Morse to lacrosse
this year's Lord mound staff has begun to prove the worth of
Senor Lopez's words of wisdom.
Anchored by veteran John Lynn, the Lord hurlers appear to
have the necessary balance and depth for an OAC pennant. The
"Busher" collected the most strikeouts of last year's staff and does
not seem-thave lost his stuff this season, as he retired Akron on
one hit in the scheduled opener.
BUT COACH JOHNSON'S squad must depend on three rooko

i

LAST SATURDAY, KNUCKLEBALLING Terry Parmelee
bounced back from his Akron experience to limit Marietta o two
unearned runs in eight innings, but the most startling performance
against Marietta was turned in by freshman Paul Leventon.
In his first collegiate contest, the Pittsburgh lefty, understandably, appeared ruffled. With a
count on the batter in his first
inning, however, Paul picked off the first of three runners stifling
three attempted rallies.
RICK HASKINS ROUNDS out the quartet. The
lanky righthander has the most varied accortment of pitches
and seems to have the right attitude, that is, he can't wait for a
chance to work off his first game jitters.
Tomorrow, the fearsome foursome faces Denny-Do- o
in a
double-heade- r.
Is it too brash to predict two complete games, including one shutout?
3- -2

hard-workin-

g,

--

ng

gi-

&

-

game-winin-

:- -

!

I
1

ies.

Ruin

Rookie Steve Watts slashed a single into left field, dri
run in an 11 inning ball game aga: 1
home the
Muskingum, Tuesday. The Lords, down six runs in the sever
inning, rallied in the eighth and ninth to even the score
seven all, sending the game into extra innings.
WATTS' SINGLE in the bottom of the game, driviing home y.
of the eleventh came after first tone.
WATTS, THE hero of the
baseman Paul Crawley lined a
g
.c.
shot into center field. Freshman swatted his
catcher Steve Hayes, batting for only after Hayes dumped his
Kaplan, laid down a perfect bunt feet bunt four feet in fror.:
tie-breaki-

Lords starling hurlers are from left to right: Rick Haskins, Terry
Parmalee, John Lynn and Paul Leventon.

sec:

tts Singles

in Winning;

------

d UM'

to

to sacrifice Crawley to second,
setting up the score.
The Lords rallied in the niinth,
tying the score, as shortstop Ken
Klug reached first on an error.
Jeff Jones, next up, collected his
: second hit of the day, sending
Klug to second. With one away,
Lou Martone served up a hit
scoring Klug.
k
HAYES, up to bat for the first
time in his collegiate career, drove
a shot past second which proved
too much for the Muskie short- stop to handle, scoring Jones.
Watts, hitting for pitcher Rick
Haskins, then stepped up to the
plate and banged out his first hit
Kon-rad- ,

LOTTA RACQUET
Bill
the only singles match winner in this week's tourney with
Kent Stale, returns a serve during an afternoon practice session.

I

w-

the plate. Caught flatfooted
Musky's catcher had no play-cept at first, allowing Cra
to reach second safely.
COACH
HANK JOHNS:
clearing his bench in a last L
effort to save the game caTe:
all four of his starting pitcher:
Terry Parmelee, the last of:
quartet, got credit for the v
tory, but not until Martone r.:
a spectacular leaping, over-'head catch of a drive deep in
terfield in the top of the elever
SAID PARMELEE, "Mar.
really grooved that one in th;
but when I saw it go, rr.ir.
thought it was history."

:

:

-'

-

Duffers Dump
Capital
And O.W.U.

by Bob Legg
This year's Kenyon golf team,
potentially the school's strongest
in two decades, got off to its exXI
pected good start last week with
convincing triumphs over Capital and Ohio Wesleyan.
J
CAPITAL fell prey to the Lords
on April 7 by an 18-count at
the Hiawatha Golf Club course.
Perry Hudson, sparked by a
par 35 front nine, shot 74
to lead Kenyon. John Davidson
and Bob Legg were also under
80 with 76 and 77 respectively,
and Wade Boslcy's 81 and Mike
Wise's 83 rounded out the scoring
for the Lords.
A SORDID team performance
was the key to a 19' i 6 "a win
against Ohio Wesleyan. Legg,
4
Wise, and Bosley managed 74's
and Hudson was one back at 75,
and Davidson scored 78.
WATT-HIT - Sieve Watts, second from right, is buried ut:
MORSE SCORES
Doug Morse slips another score past the C.W.
Dave Hanztl
his neath heavy congratulatory
Post goalie, during a game here, Monday.
handshakes and embraces,
way to an 87 at the sixth position. after he singled
home lhe winning run in a game against Muskin- 5
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Off wilh the sound of Ihe gun. a field of five Muskingum and Kenyon
runners starls Ihe first lao of the half
Spinner Findlay. Bob Bales has the post position on the far right of the picture. For the results of the race! see below right
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PRESS BOX
Off and Running
By Howard Price
The Kenyon thinclads, after a rather slow start this season,
picked up enough steam to defeat Marietta in a dual meet Monvictories.
day by a margin of 4 first-plaWithout the help of one of their strongest competitors, John
Schweppe, who was sidelined with an injury, the Lords picked up
wins in the 440 yd. relay, the mile run, the 100 yd. dash, the half-mil- e,
the 3 mile run, the mile relay, the shotput event, the hop-- j
d
jump, and the pole-vauce

lt.

step-an-

Schweppe a junior who hails
from Bloomfield Hills, Michigan,
appears to be the one man Coach
Don White can count on for cons-

istent performance this season.
Inside the field house this
winter, John posted or helped to
post 4 new varsity records in indoor track running. In the 440
yd. dash, he chalked up a time
of 51.8,
while in the 230 he
cracked the old mark with a
new record of 33.1 Teaming up
with Bucky Williams, Lee Von
Voris
and Stanley
Schultz,

r
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And The End
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WINNER SPINNER
Findlay takes first place in the 880 yd. run against Muskingum, clocking in at
1:59.4. Taking the runner-u- p
spot with a time of 2:00.5, is Bob Bales, coming up on the extreme left.

Schweppe sprinted the last leg
of the 880 yd. relay to clock
in
at 1:34.7. As anchor
man again
in the mile relay his
quarter

performance aided another
time of 3.32.
Unfortunately, Schweppe is one
John Schweppe
of the few
stellar performers that Coach White's team
boast. However, says
the Lords' mentor, "Our greatest problem is
that we just don't have any
depth. When you have 16 events with
3 positions
in each event, if you don't have any depth, you give
the opposition
plenty of opportunity to score against you."

mile

record breaking

1

1

TOP DOG

JrashBG

C.W.
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Kenyon Clips
Falcon ' Wings
by Warren

Diven

stanza and Ellis added Kenyon's
KENYON LACROSSE eigth goal for the only scoring
!m traveled to Bowling Green to give the Lords an 4 lead.
Kenyon built up an
first Period tro11-- 4
upe trash EG 12-- for Ken- lead early in the
l" wnA victory of the year. final period when Ellis fed Jim
L?rds scred first on a Williams for two goals and Doug
Morse for one tally. Bowling
Ellis' tally
but Bowling Green was able to add two more
I
Lmuscled their
to a goals before Ellis capped the vicat the end
last tally
cf the first tory with Kenyon's
with 35 seconds remaining in the
game.
THE KENYON OFFENSE took
43 shots and six different Lords
the
re with his
,h
first goal of scored but Ellis and Jim Williams
then Ellis Put the provided the big sticks again. Ellis
Lords
Stay With his netted four goals and six assists
d
Dave Banks added while Williams fired in four goals.
i g0,,
7
and Jim
Williams broke Craig Jackson had another fine
,U
the
to turn two feeds game clearing well and making
EllCrease
.'rom
Kenyn goals'
15 saves to back up the Lords
Hnt
The
thi
00 was ful1 of fine defensive play which was
iard cho
cklng. but littlP
?,n
rin
much improved over the OWU
ea
first goal of the game.
,

8--

TT

unsur-mountab-

6
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J
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W

tafn0
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Jeff Ellis, No.

14,

drives home another goal during the last period of Monday's game with

Post College.

Topple Powerful C.W. Post

Ellis, Williams Pace Kenyon Win
by Warren Diven
The Kenyon
lacrosse team
opened fast and ran its win streak
to three as they downed powerful
C.W Post College of New York,
Post was undefeated going
ll
with Keninto their
yon and the Lords evened their
seasonal record at
16-1- 2.

free-for-a-

3-3-

-1.

Kenyon jumped to a quick lead
when Jim Rattray won the opening faceoff and then fired the
ball past a surprised Post goalie
vith only 16 seconds gone in period. Rattray scored again only 18
seconds later on the exact same
play and then Doug Morse scored
lead in
to give the Lords a
less than one minute of play.
Jeff Ellis's first goal gave Kenyon a 0 lead before Post scored
their first two goals, but Ellis
added another tally with six seconds left in the period to give
Kenyon a 2 lead.
The Lords came out firing,
3- -0

4--

5--

determined to match their early
success. Ellis opened the scoring
before Post tallied two, cutting
Kenyon's lead to
The Lords
then proceeded to shut Post of
from the ball while Jim Rattray
added his third goal and Jim Williams and Ellis both scored giving Kenyon a 4 bulge at the
half.
6--

4.

9--

Although Kenyon scored first
the third period on Chuck
Crabtree's goal, Post fired in six
goals during the period to come
within two of Kenyon,
goals saved
Ellis' two third-perio- d
the Lords from giving away their
lead.
In the final period all Hell
broke loose as the officiating went
up for grabs much to the sheer
delight of the Kenyon fans. The
Lords quickly stifled Post's rally
when Jim Williams added his
third goal and Lew Casner "sizzled" his first goal of the year
in

12-1- 0.

to make the score
Post's
overeagerness to get the ball and
their unfamiliarity with midwes-ter- n
officiating cost them several penalties and allowed the
Lords to control the ball most
of the period. Jim Williams and
Ellis matched Post's final two
tallies and the Lords held on as
Post controlled the ball during
the final few minutes for the
shots that never came and the
Lords were victorious
Craig Jackson played excellently in the goal getting 13
saves in the first half alone. The
Kenyon defense worked their
slides well and helped cut down
Post's big scoring potential. The
Kenyon scoring was split between
six different players again, but
Ellis and Jim Williams were
joined by Jim Rattray for top
honors. Ellis netted six goals and
three assists, Williams fired in
four goals and Rattray added
three goals to spark the offense.
14-1- 0.

16-1- 2.
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Continued from page

The English Department has attempted to coordinate the sections somewhat through a series of fourth hour lectures one on
each major work studied. These lectures have received heavy criticism. Since most of them have been presented in the form of a reading
of a prepared paper (occasionally irrelevant and of little interest),
many students have wondered why the lectures were not simply
printed and distributed. Also, since the sections move at various
speeds, some classes had usually finished the work under discussion
while others had not yet begun. Recent lectures have, however, been
delivered from notes and have proved both interesting and useful.
Basic I suffers from a sense of rush. There is simply too much
planned for one year of effective study. The student often feels that
he barely has time to begin to appreciate and reach the heart of one
work before he is expected to be deep in another. The elimination
of a few items in the syllabus might allow greater intensity of study.
However, one section might be added. Perhaps this already excellent
course could be improved through a brief study of the techniques
and form of the essay, a form which is, curiously, not studied, although it is the only one students are required to use. Experiences
in creative writing might also be offered, if only on an optional basis.
Despite these minor criticisms, Language and Literature is undoubtedly one of the most successful and respected of the basic
courses. It lives up to its name, increasing the student's ability to
use his language and to understand and appreciate literature. It is a
good foundation both for a liberal education and for a major in
English.

II Continued

from page
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Col. Smith Lectures

4, Col. 2

scope of the course and press the limits of his ability.

B.C.

KENYAN

China to Be Major Power
by James Ceaser
Colonel Wilfred J. Smith's lecture entitled "Red China: In. the
World of Today and Tomorrow,"
while somewhat disorganized and
provided
nevertheless
general,
much illuminating and startling
information on the nature of the
Chinese threat. The total of evidence surveyed by Colonel Smith
indicated to the audience that
China will be successful in its
endeavors to become one of the
most powerful nations on the
earth.
Economically, Colonel Smith
pointed out the tremendous resource potential which China contains. He went so far as to predict "that in your lifetime the industrial complexes of China will
be equal to those of any place
in the world." This prediction of
success is based on more than the

country's resources

4, Col. 2

The youthful students of China
today are so dedicated that "many
study twelve to fourteen hours
every day." The success of Chinese scientists was all too readily evinced with the explosion of
their first atomic bomb last October.
The political system in China is
also quite stable. Communism
came to China not as foreign
"ism" but as an indigenous revled by
olutionary movement
Mao. Indeed, Mao's great contribution to Communist revolutionary theory has been his emphosis
on the peasant in lieu of the proletariat. It is precisely this method of strategy and revolution
which Mao is attempting to ex

port

to Africa and Latin
be sure, Colonel $
noted many areas in which
Ame-T-

o

Chinese have met difficulty
failure. The Great Leap ors
went backward. The mana-- :
elite spargled in inefficiency
the intelligentsia have been
than satisfied. In spite of
difficulties, however, China
made more significant gains
India. It is with China, Co;
Smith felt, that the dynamic!
of Asia lies.
Typing

Mrs. John

Telephone

39

Ackert
2-8458

THE ALCOVE

Colonel

Mount Vernon

Smith noted that the Chinese are
Restaurant
one of the most prideful and
to
inability
ceive adequate attention, centainly, but the student's
in
world.
peoples
the
ethnocentric
grasp the philosophic language of his mentors often leaves him in a
quagmire of terms and phrases. This probably accounts for the fact
of those answering the questionnaire thought the section
that 58.8
meetings meaningless.
KOKOSING MARKET
The classroom sessions, no better than the lectures in their size,
ento
informality,
prized
of
the task
cocntribute little
for their
but
dowing the student with a workable idion. They are too large, too
in Gambier
only two, for two separate groups on Friday
short, too infrequent
to permit any simple explanations of the fundamentals of philosophic thought.
Therefore, what the course lacks, and what we think is sorely
needed, is a small amount of time devoted to the instruction of philosophic terms which will equip the student to approach philosophic
problems with the language of the philosopher. As the course stands
now, the student is left to his own devices. Not knowing the definiStop in with your date
tion of epistemology, he is required to write a paper on Plato; with
no idea of what logic really means, he must submit a theme on Descartes; not understanding the fundamentals of metaphysics, he must
deal maturely with Nietzsche.
THE VILLAGE INN

Cocktail

Lounge

0

Knox Beverage

Company
393--

1
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CURTIS HOTEL
BARBER SHOP

Bud - Hank - Charlie
On the Square Mt. Vem:

Gambier
KENYON

COLLEGE BOOKSHOP

STOREWIDE

SALE

UNTIL APRIL

"Serving all of Knox County"

Wines, pop, snacks

30

The

HAYES

Everything 20

GROCERY

off

except records and hardcover textbooks
10

10

and other paperbacks

1

-

2

records

EASTER

$1

LICKING

AT
DOROTHY'S

LAUNDRY

CO.
WISE JEWELERS

GELSANLITER'S

25tf

Equipment
13

weir high

mount

Stationary Supplies
Records and

THE

KENYON

GAMBIER,

vernon

strr

ohio

COLLEGIAN

OHIO

KENYON 1824
WISE JEWELERS 1826
Oldest and Best
Member American Gem Socio1
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO
NON-PROFI-

05

T

U. S.

POSTAGi

PAID

.00

CARDS

DINE

Discount

Typewriters
50$

FREDERICKTOWN

0

Office

Some Hardcover books

Mount Vernon

DANVILLE

North End Peirce Hall Basement
open 3:00-7:0p.m. daily

Selection hardcover trade,
children's books
40 off

Old Penguins

CENTERBURG

Student Dry Cleaning and
Laundry Store

American Greeting Cards
Vi price
and Gift Wraps

NATIONAL Bank

X

Office locations:

across from the Hill

off

FIRST-KNO-

RCA VICTOR
Radios
Record Players

-

GAMBIER,
PERMIT

Tony's Sandwich Shop
Mount Vernon
Pizza

open

24

hours
Return Roqueiled

OHIO

No.

